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PREFACE

Killing s everal
birds with one stone
is generally
considered a virtue (if birds have to be killed) until an author
tries to do it, when he is invariably told first by publishers•
readers and then by reviewers that "it is not clear for what
class of r eaders this book is intended". The present text was
initiall y written by the author for the staff in the Department
of Computer Studies at
the University of Lancaster in
elucidation of a syllabus which he had drafted as head of the
department; a labour which could only be justified if there was
a hope of it being used later as a background text by at least
his own students and preferably more widely.
Computer science has developed so fast that it is far f'rom
clear what is essential and what inessential, what is elementary
and what is advanced, what is easy to comprehend and what is
difficult and how the answers to these questions are affected by
the order of presentation.
Of those taking the first year
course at Lancaster, about a third continue in Computer Studies
and the rest go on to some other specialism. The course defined
here is not the full year's course by any means - it is the
initial indoctrination, over most of the first term, which is
necessary if the student is to think straight about topics
presented later in the year.
A rmjor decision in the syllabus drafting concerned machine
code.
This was firmly placed in the second year, where the
codes of both the large university service machine and the small
departmental PDP8 are studied in some depth. It is no subject
for non-specialists, even at City and Guilds level.
Yet the
discipline of analysis down to this level is not valueless in a
general course. This syllabus is based on the assumption that a
subset of a high level language is a possible medium for this
discipline.
Many other assumptions have been ma.de, but none
permeate the whole concept in the way that this one does, in
spite of the fact that we do go, for a brief 'While, into the
nature of PDP8 code.
A second feature in the syllabus drafting was that four
lecturers were to be given f'ree hands in different areas for the
first half term. This was dictated by circumstances which
should not recur and which no longer apply when one is reducing
the course to a single printed text. Nevertheless it is worth
prefatory mention, because it is a fact that in each of the five
chapters, the bulk of the material can be taught without
reference to
the contents
of other chapters
by slight
modification, namely
(1) algorithms in c~pters after the first can be expressed
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in Engl t sh. E.g. the one introducing multiple input
strea11w can be wri tten thus:
1•

Read a B if any are left

2.

Read an A (if none are left then go to Step 6)

3.

If the A is less than the B or there are no B's
l eft then print the A and go to Step 2

4.

If the A is equal to the B then go to Step 1

5.

Read a B and go to Step 3

6.

Stop

(2) Computer structure as set out in Chapter 3 can be
described for the most part using decimal for addresses
and cell contents, plus mnemonics and perhaps booleans.
These are not trivial remarks, they go right to the heart of a
proper appreciation of the subject; although the order in which
the topics are actually presented is a matter of personal
preference, the exercise of presenting them in a different order
is a demonstration of how far one can get on a different
axiomatic basis. Chapter 5 is dif:ferent; coming after the other
four it became seriously af:fected by them but it also had to be
seriously "generalised" from what a particular course would
contain, and it tells its own story in this respect.
Teachers of foreign languages say that the imitative and
systematic approaches to learning a language appeal to dif:ferent
students, and that both are necessary. This is as near as I
shall get to an apology for using what many teachers will think
of as :&.ckus Naur form, without any explanation whatever. In
fact, all I do is to use <x> as an abbreviation for "some
particular example of an x" and in :my experience its meaning is
obvious in those contexts in which it is used, which are always
purely descriptive, and students who are not going on to
generative use of IWF seem to find even the slightest attempts
to explain it more dif:ficult than an intuitive grasp of its
meaning. Two whole sections were included because the writing
of them was irresistible - the simulator in Chapter III and the
"primitive system" in Chapter IV, but the former has dug itself
into being a prerequisite for much of the presentation in
Chapter IV. Similarly there are other places where loose ends
which can be left hanging in class just had to be tied up in
print. The remainder of the year at Lancaster is occupied by
courses in Algol 60,
selected mathematical
topics, and
applications (including social implications) of computers.
As ree11rds some of the material included here, I am in a
quandary. I would hate some of the principles developed here to
be taught without reference to actual machines, yet I would
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equally hate
he t hought t hat many of the machines that best
exemplify t hem could ever be regarded as things that ought to be
known. Let me say, therefore, that while I would hope that the
deveJopment presented here will commend itself to all good
tee chers, yet I WOU.l. d hope that all good teachers would have the
ability to distinguish principles :f."rom illustrations. I sa:y
this because, whil e I hope no teacher would use this book and
test stude .-1.,s on "how many bits are there in the instruction
word of ,.he Atlas?", I would be equally critical of 8JlY teacher
who thought it a bad book just because it draws on the code of a
ma.chine which few of their students will ever use.
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A FDUNDATION COURSE lN CCMPUTER SCIENCE
CHAPTER I ALCIJRITHMS

1. 1.

C?'!J?uting

The most fundamental concept in computing is that of an
algorithm, and our first task must therefore be to discover what
is meant by this word. The word meant something to the Greeks,
but for centuries it dropped out of use except that there 'WB.S
one peculiar process in arithmetic which 'WB.S al"WB.ys called
1
Euclid 1 s Algorithm'. One might suppose that one could discover
what is meant by the word by studying what is peculiar about
this process, and indeed one can, so long as one is not misled
into supposing that the fact that the example arises in
arithmetic has anything to do with it.
Euclid's algorithm is the process for finding the highest
common factor (or HCF) of two numbers, details of which you may
or you may not remember. Suppose that the numbers are 203 and
91 • Then the process involves finding the remainder when the
smaJ.ler is divided into the larger - 203/91 = 2 and 21 over. If
this remainder had been zero, we would have finished, but as it
is not, we repeat the process on the original smaller number and
the newly found remainder - 91/21 = 4 and 7 over. The remainder
is still not zero, so we try again. 21/7 = 3 exactly. Then the
divisor, 7, is the answer we require. If we are doing this by
hand, we can set it out as follows
91)203(2
182
2f)91(4
84
7)21(3
21

but it is perhaps better, in view of what is to come, to set it
out thus
larger

smaller

remainder

203
91
21

91

21

21

7

7

0

Now what is essentially peculiar about this process is that
we cannot tell in advance how many steps it will take.
As a
contrast, consider something much more complicated - the
solution of a quadratic equation.
You may remember (or again
you may not - it doesn't matter) that there is a "f'onnula" for
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this - the equati on
a,).._

+ bx+ c= O

i s s,ni sfied by either of the two values of x given by
x = ( .. b

±Jb' - 4ac)/2a

The point at i ssue is that while this may be on the complicated
side, at least we know what we are let in for; given numerical
values for a, band c, there is a fixed amount of work involved
in substit uting them in the formula and perfo:nning the nine
arithmetic operations
required to produce the
two final
numbers. But in Euclid's algorithm, whereas the pair 1357, 9499
comes out in one (1357 being the answer), the innocuous-looking
pair 89, 55 takes eight rounds to reach the answer 1.
Notice that because all the numbers involved are (a)
positive (b) integral and (c) steadily decreasing from round to
round, we can at least be assured that the process will
eventually stop . But it is equally clear that there is no hope
of expressing this process in terms of the usual type of
algebraic fo:nnula; some more generalised notation is necessary.
Euclid's algorithm is typical of a whole class of computational
methods of which similar remarks might be nnde.
The concept of an algorithm does not exclude the more
immedia te calculations; it regards them as specially simple
cases.
Nor does it demand that the operations involved are
mathematical ones in the usually accepted sense. If we read a
Shakespeare play with the object of locating a quotation, the
process could terminate on the first page or on the last page or
anywhere between, and thus one at least of the characteristics
of an algorithm is present.
Provided that the sub-process by
which each point in the script is checked is precisely defined,
the whole process qualifies to be called an algorithm.
In the next section we shall consider a notation for the
writing of algorithms, but the absence of an algebraic notation
for the
remainder :f'rom a
division is something
of an
embarrassment at this stage, and to avoid this, we conclude this
section with a slight variation on the Euclid algorithm which is
less e:f'ficient but conceptually simpler.
In short, we do our
division by repeated subtraction.
This nnkes the calculation
look like this
X

y

203
112
21
21

91
91
91
70

21
21

49
28

*
*
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*

7
7
7

Notice that in thi s variation we do not bother to swop colunms,
we simply go on subtracting the smaller from the larger until
both are equal . Allowing for this, the lines marked with a star
correspond to t hose in the previous version.
As the terms
"larger" and " smaller" are no longer appropriate, we have
altered the colUllll'l headings to read "x" and "y".

1.2.

Algorithmic Notation

This version of Euclid's
expressed as follows:

algorithm can be

L: if X = y ~~ M;

if X > y then
goto L; -

X

:

=X

-

y

~

very elegantly

y : = y - x;

M:
and in this section we propose to study the details of
notation which makes this form of expression possible.

the

To some extent it is based on algebraic notation. That is
to say, x and y stand for certain numbers, and when we write x-y
or y-x we mean exactly what is meant in algebra by these
"expressions", namely, the number which is obtained by replacing
x and y by the numbers they stand for and then doing the
required arithmetic.
But when we look a bit more closely we find that we shade
the meanings differently from :rmny mathematicians.
We do not,
for example, allow the interpretation which x and y have in
graphs, where they seem to have simultaneously, or they seem to
be able to range at their own free will over, all the values
which can be contained within the particular piece of paper on
which the graph is drawn. The way we shade the meaning, we
re~d x as standing either for the colunm headed x, re~ded as
something we can put a number into, or for the last number to
have been written in that colUllll'l. Itsta.nds for one particular
number at any given moment in the course of the calculation, and
changes only if a new value is written into the colunm.
It is this writing process for which":=" is used. In x :=
x-y the part to the right of the ":=" is an algebraic
expression, with a value that can be calculated as already
explained, but the x on the left denotes a colunm into which
this value is to be written.
The algorithm
as written
consists
"instructions 11 separated by semicolons.

of a
series of
layout into
The
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distinct lines is done only to make reading easier.
These
instructions are normall y to be "obeyed" in the sequence in
which they are written. But we can use a letter followed by a
colon t:.0 identify a poi nt in the sequence, and can then depart
:f'ro-m the straight sequence and resume at any point so labelled
by an instruction of the form"~ <the letter>".
We thus have two forms of instruction, the assignment using
which assigns a new value to . some colunm or other, and the
jump us l ng "~ " which signals a departure from the straight
sequence in which the instructions are obeyed. A choice between
two instructions can be incorporated by writing

":="

if <condition> then <1st alternative>
else <2nd alternative>

-

or even
if <condition> then <1st alternative>
in case the second alternative involves no action at all.
Either of these is called a conditional instruction.
One thing to notice about this notation is that":=", and
the various English words (and the phrase~) are all single
symbols. We could use+- for :=, ¢ for .!!, Q f o r ~ and so on,
and write the whole algorithm thus

Because this is so difficult to read, we prefer to use the
words, but we print them in special type (underline them when
writing) as a perpetual. reminder to ourselves that they are in
fact single symbols.
The case for":=", which is best read
"becomes", is less easy to sustain, except on the ground that
many typewriters do not have a back-pointing arrow.

1.3. Some further notations
If we want a computer to find the highest common factor of
any two numbers, say 203 and 91 but possibly others on another
occasion, then we need to embellish the foregoing statement of
the method a bit. In more complete form it reads thus
begin integer x, y;
x :== read; y := read;
L: _!! x = y ~ ~ M;
if x > y then x :• x ... y else y :== y .. x;

goto L;

-

M: print(x, 4, o) ~
203 91

-
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The new features are not di fficult to understand.
be5i_£ and ~
are brackets; if we adopted the single symbol
notat ion we would r epla ce them by " { " and "J". At the end of
this sect ion we show how they can use::f'u.lly be used inside an
algorithm.
i nteger x, y is a new form of instruction called a
declaration; it is the instruction to write x and y at the top
of two new col umns each wide enough to hold a decent-sized 'Whole
number. An alternative to inte§er i s ~ ; this calls :f'or a
column wide enough to hold a number with a :f'ra.ctiona.l part (in
decimal notation) as well.
The remaining extras are concerned with getting the data
into the computer and getting the result out. The algorithm is
kept intact, inside its brackets, and the numbers we are
interested in on this occasion are written a.f'ter it. To begin
with, the computer merely reads its instructions and then starts
to obey them. Each time it finds "read" where you might expect
an algebraic expression, it picks up another number out of the
line which follows the algorithm. Thus the first line above
sets up the two columns, empty; the second line puts the two
starting numbers, one into each, and the third line starts the
real work. Finally the last line arranges to print the answer
(either x or y would do) allowing for up to four places before
the decimal point and none a.f'ter it.
The brackets begin and~ can be used to bracket parts of
an algorithm in nruch the same way as round brackets are used in
algebraic expressions.
Our Euclid algorithm ca.n be rearranged
thus
begin integer x,y;
x := read; y := read;
L: if X f y ~ begin
i f x>y then x : = x-y else y := y-x;
print(x, 4;oT ~
so eliminating need for the label M.
eliminated by writing

~

L ~;

The label L can also be

begin integer x,y;
x := read; y := read;
'While xr., ~ begin ·
it x>y then x :a x-y else y :=- y-x ~ ;
print(x, 4;75'Y ~
Labels and ~ s are easily misused, and the introduction first
of begin • •• end and then of while • .. do represent successive
steps towards "higher level" languages 'Which, by the facilities
they provide both ease programning and guide us towards "good
practice". (Note that while •• • ~ is NOT valid Algol 6o.)
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A Second Example

Suppose we have a list of numbers, and want to find the
largest in the list. How do we set about writing an algorithm
to do this ?
It is not difficult to write the central part of this
algorit hm. If y is the largest number found so tar, this will
be
K: x := read;

if x>y then y := x;

goto K;-

The obvious problem now
second problem which is
that is, how to start y
the second problem is to
T}lere are three possible

is, how to make it stop. There is a
less obvious but equ.a.1.ly serious, and
with something in it.
The solution to
put the first number straight into y.
solutions to the first problem.

( 1 ) If the facility exists, we may be able to replace 1 ~
K' by 1 ,!! list not empty ~ ~ K 1 • Usu.a.1.ly no such
facility exists in explicit form and we have to make
our own arrangements in one of the two following ways

(2) If the possible values of the numbers are restricted in
some way, then we can deliberately append an impossible
number at the end of the list. For example, if the
numbers are known to be positive, we can add a ne~tive
one at the end and use x>O as synonymous with "list not
empty".

(3) The most satisfactory way, if circumstances permit, is
to prefix the list with the number indicating the number
of items 1n it - e.g. 13, 12, 17, 9, 15 becomes 5, 13,
12, 17, 9, 15.

Using this last teclmique, the algorithm becomes
begin integer n, x, y;
n := read; y := read;
K: n := n .. 1; if n=O then~ J;
x := read; if Py then y := x;
~K;
J:

-

-

print(y, 4, o) ~

Before moving on, be sure that you know the purpose
detail of this algorithm as it is here set out.

1.5.

The HCF of several numbers

of every
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It is a : act which we need not go into, that the HCF of a
series of numbers is the HCF of two numbers, one of which is the
last of the aeries and t he other is the HCF of all the preceding
onen. It is sufficient that we accept this fact in order to
enable us to write an algorithm for finding the HCF of a list of
numbers. The algorithm is an interesting combination of the two
we have been studying. Assuming that the list is preceded by a
number giving its size, it goes like this
begin integer n, x, y;
n :• read;
x := read;
K: y := ljead;
L: if X f y ~ begin
if x:>y then x : = X•Y else y : = y-x;
goto Lend;
if n>2 ~ ~ n :• n-1; .£!:?. K ~ ;
print(x, 4, ~
In order that you understand this algorithm, follow it through
using as data the numbers 3, 105, 10, 42.
Notice how the
repeated loop caused by EE.. (back) !£ L is entirely "inside" the
one caused by • ~ K'. This is often the case with well-ma.de
algorithms, and gives rise to the expression "nested loops"
(cf. nested coffee tables).

1.6. A @ing problem
A situation which
You have a choice of
opponent has a choice.
with one of his has a
Consider for example
Your move:
His move:
Effect on
your score:

often arises in playing games is this.
moves.
For each move of yours, your
Each combination of one of your moves
different score.
What should you do?

A

B

P

Q

R

S

60

8o 20 90

C

T

U

10 70

V

W

30

50

Your best cha.nee is 90 by playing B, but only if he is a bad
player. If he is a good player, he will play R to A, T to B or
V to c, so that your best move is really c. 'I'be rule is to take
the minimum in each group (because he is a good player) and
select the maximum among these minima (to do the best for
yourself). Assume that the possible scores are presented to the
computer as the upper line of

3 3 60
* +

*

So 20 2 90
+

being the number

1o 3 70
+

30

of groups and each + the

50
number of i terns in -
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the group which f ollows it.
It i s no t rouble at all to alter the algorithm for finding
a maximum into one finding a minimum, we merely replace> by<.
But ~ombining the two is decidedly tricky.
We ought i'irst to put the two algorithms side by side, using
different l etters to avoid confusion. If we do this, we are
imnediately struck by the fact that "read" cannot be correct in
both algorithms (except to pick up the count). It is correct in
the "mini mum" algo:ri thm, but must be :replaced in the "maximum"
algorithm by some meru1s of getting hold of the result of using
"minimum". We therefore write something like this, "minimum•' on
the right, and a first shot at "maximum" on the left
m := read;
~L;

L: n := read;
y := read;

G: z := y;

H: m := m... 1;
g m = o then

K: n
~

F;

~L;

:= n-1;

if n = o ~ ~ J;
X := read;
.!! x<.y ~ y := x;
~K;

J: ~ G ;

Sut

now we shall be in difficulties when, for
we come to J.

the second time,

The point which comes clearly out of this is that before we
"go to L" we must make sure of our means of getting back to the
right point in the left hand column. Within the limits of our
present notation, this can be done as follows
m : = :i;-ead;

·-.-

1; ~ L ;
-k
G: z := y;

H: m := m-1;
g m=O then ~ F;
k := 2; ~ L ;
E: w := y;
if "\t>z then z := "W'j
goto H ; F: print( z,4,0);

L: n := read;
y := read;
K: n : = n-1;

if n=O ~
read;

~

J;

X : ==

if x<.y then y := x;
~K;

J: if k=l

~~G

~~E;

These combine into a single algorithm by writing
begin integer k,m,n; ~ w,x,y,z;
<the first colunm as written above>
~ M;

<the second colunm as written above>
M: end

-

An algorithm which is used

as "minimum" is here, is called
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a subroutine.
The algorithmic language we are using here is
pitched at what the author considers to be the right level for
its purpose, but before we have finished we shall consider both
more sophisticated and more primitive versions. The problem of
returning from a subroutine is one that receives careful thought
from all designers of both languages and machines.
The way we
have illustrated above is the one most suited to our present
level of language but before we are finished we could consider
at least two other methods:

(1)

the subroutine look like a single instruction with
the return organised behind the scenes

IrBk1ng

(2) having a declaration label, so that we can provide a
column in which the return address can be kept.
It should be noted that the instruction J is not part of the
subroutine, which is written independently of the ma.in
algorithm, but is an addendum to it which can only be written in
conjunction w1 th the main algorithm. Proposals ( 1 ) and ( 2) both
avoid this awkwardness.
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CHAPTER II DIGITAL MANIPULATION
--------------

2.1.

What are Digits?

From what has been considered in foregoing sections, it
might be supposed that algorithms-and-computing is concerned
with numbers. '!he reEu. truth about this is rather difficult to
state. Consider the :t:'ollowing 11st of children with their ages
Jolm

14

Andrew

16

Jean

21
18
10
12

Ie.vid
Charles
Susan

We can sort this list by age,
or alphabetically.
The
computational processes involved are identical, and this is
where the difficulty lies.
It matters little whether we say
that canputing "is not really concerned with numbers as such11 or
that it "turns everything into numbers".
We are concerned with digital computing, which contrasts
with analogue computing.
In analogue computing, we use some
measurable quantity, such as a length or a voltage, to represent
another, such as a temperature.
In digital computing that same
temperature is represented by a series of conventional 118.rks
such as 45° c. The surprising fact is perhaps that digital
computing is really concerned with these conventional 118.rks.
An analogue quantity can change gradually, a digital
quantity can only change in jerks. The jerks can be ma.de Vf!!rY'
small. From 1 to 1.1 is a smaller jerk than :f'rom 1 to 21 and
from 1 to 1.01 is smaller still. But however many zeros we
include, the change is still a jerk. This is often a diagnostic
:feature. For exemple, on a television set, volume control is
usually analogue but channel selection is usually digital; the
knobs may look alike but one mves smoothly, the other by
clicks. Again, clocks may be either analogue or digital. The
analogue sort rely on the angular position of the st000thly
moving hands to show the time - the "numbers" are unnecessary
and often are reduced to dots - whereas the digital sort turn a
new page, to show a new number, each minute.

A third example is perhaps the reputed
computers to the visit of a film actress
centre. Whereas curvaceous lines appeared on
o:f' the analogue computer, the digital computer

reaction of two
to the computer
the oscilloscopes
typed out 36-28-

38.
Ordinary numbers are decimal numbers.
They are decinal.
because in each "place" there is a choice :f'rom the ten symbols
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5

6

7

8

14

9

to occupy it. Numbers greater than nine are expressed by
sequences of digits, with weights, starting from the right,
'Which are successive powers of ten - one, ten, ten squared (a
hundred), ten cubed ( a thousand) · and so on. ·

It is well known that computers usually operate in binary,
successive places having weights which are powers of two. There
is nothing recondite about this. Every housewife is familiar
with the set of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 oz. weights. A binary number is
so called because in each place there is a choice from the two
symbols
O

1

and a number such as 1101 referring to a weight 1n ounces means .
that the 1, 4, 8 are on the pan ( we start from the right,
remember) and the 2, 16 and above are all 2f!. it. Thus 1101 in
binary represents the same number as 13 in decinw..
But things are not always what they seem. When 1971 refers
to a year, we more often do not call it one thousand, nine
hundred, seventy and one, but nineteen hundred and seventy-one.
We are then not using decimal, but grouping the decimal digits
in pairs to :form centennial digits, based on powers of one
hundred. In the same way binary is often made more readable by
grouping it in threes. There are then eight possibilities for
each "large place", viz
000

001

010

011

100

101

110

111

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

or
0

and we are then -working in "octal".
Some people even prefer to group their binary digits in
fours. There are then sixteen alternatives, and the system is
"hexadec1mal". Single symbols in this ·system are often selected
:f'rom
0l

23456789ABCDEF

which makes A, B, c..
(as ten, eleven, twelve ••• ) just as
numerical as 0 ••• 9.
The number of characters used in a number
system is called its radix.
It is important to realise that 1 1 1 is neither binary nor
octal, nor dec1mal.. Although we have been calling it a symbolfi
it is better called a "character", leaving the word "symbol'
:f'ree to include multi-character names 'When these are thought of
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as unana.lysable entities. (E.g. to illustrate what we mean by
unana.lysable, "starter-button" as the name of something is
analysable into "starter" and "button", whereas "button" is
unana.lysable because there is no suggestion that it is composed
of "but" and 11 ton 11 •
Similarly 1971 is a sequence of four
characters, but as "nineteen seventyone" it is a sequence of two
two-character symbols.) It is digits that are binary or octal or
decimal. A digit is therefore a place occupied by a character
or symbol, and is binary, octal or decimaJ. according as the set
:from which the character or symbol may be chosen contains two,
eight or ten alternatives.
There is an alternative usage in which the digits 0 ••• 9 are
contrasted with the letters A••• z and the signs + 1, : etc. Both
usages are firmly embedded in standard English. The second one
rather assumes the every-day use of decimal, since, as we have
seen, A••• F have just as numeric a si,gnificance as o••• 9 in one
widely used convention. If this second usage is ma.de the
primary definition of digit, then the whole meaning of "digital"
is obscured and the student is unlikely ever to attain a true
understanding of the subject.
Its use should be confined to
contexts in which the normal conventions (as to the meanings of
the various characters in general use) are adhered to.

2.2.

Character Representations

Codes should not be confused with ciphers. The latter are
means to conceal. But the morse code, for example, is not meant
to keep anything secret; its purpose is its convenience vis a
vis a particular medium of conmunication ( the telegraph or
radio).
In computer work it is convenient to code messages into
computer finds
these
patterns of. punched holes.
The
particularly easy to read.

The commonest form of punched paper tape these days is one
with space for either seven or eight holes across it. A SI?E.ller
hole, three :fran one side of the tape, serves as a sprocket hole
for driving the tape mechanically past a reader. This hole also .
prevents any uncertainty about which edge of the tape is which.
The main holes are in evenly spaced positions across the tape,
the different patterns are obtained by punching holes in some
positions and not in the others.
Both seven and eight hole tapes normally use the srune code,
the extra hole being punched in a way that provides a certain
check on mispunching; specifically, every pattern contains an
even number of punched holes, so that a single extra or missing
hole is easily detected. (This is known as even "parity". Odd
parity is also used sometimes). There are thus 128 possible
patterns. It is inevitable that such patterns should sometimes
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be interpreted as binary numbers by calling each hole a 1 1 1 and
each unpunched position a
When t his is done, the side with
three holes goes on the right, i n the least significant
position. The effect is to ase.o cia te every codeable character
with one of the mm1bers 1n the range O•• • 12'7.

•o•.

Actually, in the standard code, eho'Wtl in Table I at the end
of this section, only about three-quarters of the range o••• 12'7
is used for coding the visibl e, or "graphic" characters
including the space.
The remaining quarter are "control(.
characters, only one of which is important to us, although all
are given in the Table. This one is No. lo, the newline
character. When the punched tape is used to control an electric
typewriter, this pattern operates the carriage-return key.
Punched paper tape was used in the Telex service in the
days long before computers. But the impact of i ta use with
computers has been to change completely the idea of a good
code. The original Telex code was designed with fewest holes in
the conmonest characters, to reduce wear on the punch knives!
The modern code provides that
o••• 9 and A••• z are both
represented by blocks of consecutive integers when their
patterns are interpreted as binary integers.
Thie is how it
comes about that sorting into numerical order and sorting into
alphabetical order are essentially the same thing. Much hard
work has gone into the design of this code and i t has 100re
virtues of this sort than are apparent to the untrained eye.
The situation in punched cards is much lees satisfactory.
The relative merits of paper tape and cards are often debated.
Both systems work at about 10 characters to the inch. Carda are
three times as wide, considerably thicker, and are often half
empty since each card is a line of print whether long or short.
For the same qUBJ1tity of int'ormation, therefore, cards are
considerably bulkier.
Thie
is partly o:ttset by the
inconvenience of storing rolls of varying diameter ( as of
scrolls compared with books).
The most obvious difference in
use is the ease with which a single card can be removed and
replaced. As this can happen both deliberately and accidentally
it is an advantage during development and a disadvantage later.
The merits are evenly divided.
On the other hand, despite the fact that there are twelve
punching positions in each colunm of the card, as against eight
in paper tape, the standard card code provides for only sixty
characters. An older code with only forty-eight characters is
also in use.

A simple, smaJ.l computer will almost certainly read the
pattern of holes constituting a character on paper tape as a
series of 11 s and o• s · which can be directly interpreted as a
binary integer.
It may do the same with cards. A large and
sophisticated computer will almost certainly have subroutines
available which try to guarantee that 'Whatever the code used
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externally, the same graphic (e.g. 1 A1 ) is always represented
by the same integer inside the ma.chine. We then speak of there
being an "interna.l representation' or "intenlB.l code" for the
conventional character set.
For most purposes this is a great
convenience, though it mu.st be re~ded as a serious refiexion
on a computer if it cannot deal with input in an unpremeditated
code, or even if it puts difficulties in the way of a programner
who tries to deal with such a situation.
In earlier sections we have assumed that x := read -would
give x the value of the next complete number in the input. This
involves a synthesis :from a series of characters - ntnneric
characters and possibly signs, decimaJ. point, etc., terminating
on something like a space or a comma. We shall supplement this
assumption by t'WO more (1) that x := readch gives x the value of
the integer which is the internal representation of the next
character on the input, and (2) that printch(x) has the
corresponding effect for output.
We shall assume that the
available characters and their codes are as in Table I and that
a newline character ( code 10) will be read between the Both
character of one card and the 1st character of the next.

TAfil.E I:
0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

STANDARD CHARACTER CXJDE

Null
Start of Message
End of Address
End of Message
End of Transmission
Who are You
Are you
Bell

13
14
15

fuckspace
Tabulate
Linefeed/Newline
Vertical Tabulate
Form Feed
Carriage Return(only)
Shift Out
Shift In

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Device Control
Device Control
Device Control
Device Control
Device Control
Error found
Synchronise
Logical End of

24
25
26

E.g. Book Separator
Part Separator
Chapter Separator

11
12

0
1
2
3
4
Medium

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

43
44

Space
I
•
II

64
65

@

66

B

Hash
~or£

67
68
69
70
71

C
D
E
F

99
100
101

d

102

G

103

f
g

H

104
105
1o6
107

<{o

&
I

(
)

*
,

+

45

46

•

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

A

I
J
K
L

e

h
i
j

k
1

111

0

p

112

p

Q

113

q

R

114

r
s
t
u

N
0

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

80
81
82
83
84
85

87

w

8

88
89
90

y

9

C

m

48

56
57
58

a
b

1o8

I

86

98

109
1J 0

M

47
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

96
97

s
T

u
V

X

z

115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122

n

V

w
X

y
z
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27
28
29
30
31

Section Separator
Subsection Separator
Paragraph Separator
Sub-para Separator
Sentence Separator

Page

59
60
61
62
63

,.
<
=

>
?

18

91
[
123
92 ¢or~ 124
93 J
125
94 t
126
95 +127

Note: Officially 24-31 are simply separators in a hierachy
between End of Medium and Space
36 and 92 are "First and second currency symbols"
123-126 are "national variants"

2.3.

A Sorting Algorithm

We return to numerical algorithms briefiy in order to
introduce one more important concept. The problem is to print
out, given one of our previous lists of numbers, not merely the
largest or the smallest, but the complete set of numbers in
ascending order. From what has been said in previous sections,
this is the same problem as arranging the letters of a word in
alphabetical order.
The method may be illustrated on a word
such as
REMAKiliG

The last letter alphabetically in this set is R, and we exchange
this with the last letter of the "WOrd

GEMAKlNR
We repeat this process on the first seven letters of the
sequence; N is already in the right place. We repeat it again
on the first six - M must be put in sixth place by swopping it
with I
GEIAKMNR

and so on until the job is done.
Let us denote the 1th letter of
use of square
brackets is just
difficulties which would arise if we
subscript, L;. In order to exchange
the sequence we need an extra column,

the sequence by L[i] - the
a way of avoiding the
tried to type the 1 as a
the 1th and jth letters of
x say, used thus

X := L[i];
L[i] :== L[j];
L[j] := X

{Why cannot we write simply L[i] :== L[j]; L[j] := L[i]?). This
business of using subscripts in wr1 ting the algorithm is the new
feature which is forced upon us by this particular problem.
Working by hand, it is clear that to do the problem at all we

I.ocally
I.ocally
I.ocally
I.ocally
Erased

defined
defined
defined
defined
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have to copy the whole list on to our piece of paper before we
begin, and that therefore after reading the length of the list SUP:(?OSe it to be 8 - we have to head eight columns with L[l] to
L[SJ. We write this
begin integer n;
n := read;
integer array L[l:n];
An L

standing alone is now the name of the whole array of n
colunms into which we are going to copy the list, and L[i] is
the name of one of these columns, provided that the value of 1
is in range. (If' 1 is not in range we are in the same position
as a policeman who has been given a false address - 28 Acacia
Close, say, when there are only 10 houses in the said close.)

The full
algorithm is
now easily constructed, any
difficulties which arise being mainly because of its length and
the -way everything looks rather alike. To minimise this source
of trouble we have arranged to include some conments. We have
also put 1n an UIU1ecessary but harmless pair of ~ •• - ~
brackets 1n order to conform to certain rules of AlSolOO which
the student will meet later.
begin integer j, k, m, n, y;
n := read; comment length of list;
begin integer array L[l:n];
k := 1; comment start reading-in count;
A: L[k] := read;
if kfn ~ begin k := k+l; .62!£ A ~ ;
m := n; comment m will be length of search;
C: y := L[l]; k ;a 2; j := 1;
conment beginning the "roo.ximum" algorithm. But in
this case we must remember not only what, but which
is the maximum;
B: if L[k]>y then begin y := L[k ] ; j := k end
if k<m ~ begin k := k+l; .62!£ B ~ ;
if jfID then ~ comment the exchange process;
X := L(mITTrm] := L(j]; L[j] := X end;
if m>2 ~ begin m := m-1; ~ C end;k :== 1; comment finally a printing loop;
D: print(L[k),4,0);
if k<n ~ begin k := k+l;
end end

--

.62!£

D ~

The odd-looking series of ends which terminates this algorithm
is no odder, you will remember, than the sequence of brackets
which terminate an expression like
1/(1-(a+sin(l+x))(b+cos(l+x)))
- each is the complement of a corresponding begin earlier in the
text.
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routine for sorting numbers into ascending
can become one for arranging letters in
merely by changing read into readch and
printch{L[k]).

The relation between readch and read

When we write x := read, the result will probably be to
read quite a number of characters. It is instructive to write a
subroutine using readch which will make read unnecessary. We do
not study the problem long before we realise that there must be
three distinct stages.
·
Read characters which are unacceptable, perhaps, then
Read characters which are acceptable, then
Read (at least) one character which is unacceptable.
Acceptable characters include all of 0 ••• 9 which ree.dch will
deliver to us disguised as 48 ••• 57. Do they also include the
conma. as in 1,234,987?
There must be some unacceptable
characters to separate each number off from the next.
Do we
regard them all in the same light; or do we suspect some to be
evidence of something wrong somewhere? And in the latter case
what do we do about it?
These are but three of the questions
which we must answer, consciously or unconsciously, in writing
our algorithm.
Study the following algorithm and discover
exactly what it does:
p := o; s := 43;
A: q := readch;
if q=43 ~ q=45 then begins:= q; ~ A end;
,!! q>57 ~ begin p := p+l; ~ A ~ ;
,!! q<48 then~ A;

r := q - ~
B: q : = readch; if q =44 then ~ B;
if q>57 ~ q<i'S then goto C;
r := 1~-48; ~ B;
~ r :=- -r;

C: if s:::45

What could you learn by replacing x := read by a jump to this
subroutine, and following the return by if p>O then ••• ? How
would you mdify this routine if you wanted (a:r-only comna.,
spaces or newlines, (b) anything except letters to be legal
between numbers?

2.5.

Radix Conversion
The interesting thing about the line
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r := lOr+(q-48)

in the foregoing al.gorithm is that it expresses the decimal
meaning of the input characters, whether the arithmetic is done
in decimaJ., binary or anything else. I:f the input was to be
interpreted as octal., then the 10 'WOUld have to be replaced by
an 8. Let us look at three examples.
(1) When the input has the same radix as the working system
the conversion is trivial. If r=36 and (q-48) ""5 then the
new value of r is 365.
(2) Suppose the input to be 2345 in octal. and that we are
still working in decima.l. What we do is to go four times
round the loop:
2
2

8 + 3

X

19

X 8
X

156

+ 4

8+ 5

= 2
= 19
= 156
=

1253

al.l results being expressed in decinnl .

(3) Suppose the input to be 23 in decimaJ. but we are
working in binary. Then we read the 2 and the 3 in their
binary forms 10 and 11. The multiplier, ten, is 1010 and
the calculation goes:
10
10

X

= 10
1010 + 11 = 10111

which, believe it or not, is twenty three in binary.
The converse process is output - the generation of the
digits of a number expressed in a radix possibly di:f:ferent from
the one we are working in. They are produced in reverse order
as the remainders from repeated division by the new radix. We
can provide the same three examples.
(1) When the output has the same radix as the working system
the conversion is again trivial..

10)~
lOT~ .. 5

3 - 6
(2) When 1253 (decimal) is to be expressed in octal.,
8)~

81155 .. 5
8),!2 - 4
2 .. 3
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showing the result to be 2345.
(3) When 1111111 is to be expressed in decima.1 1 it
looks like this• details are revealed in the Note at the
end of this section:

101 O) 1111111
101 O) 1100 - 0111
0001 - 0010 (127)
The purpose of the three examples is the same in each case. (1)
The trivial example reminds us of the principle, (2) the second
example shows what we, who think in decinal, do on a real
example, while (3) the last example shows the same sort of thing
being done in the system which, though ludicrous for us, is
natural for nnny machines.
Observe, finally, that the digits of a fraction are
produced in the right order by repeated multiplication and
discarding of the integral part, thus

0.1467

X

10 = 1.467

o.467 x 10

=

4.67

etc.

This is so much more convenient than the previous method ( which
produced them in reverse order) that it probably pay~ to start
the algorithm for print(x1 j 1 k) by multiplying x by 10..,.

NOTE: The above examples have been laid out so as to demonstrate
the principles involved and to emphasise that they are the same
whatever the radix. This leaves the details obscure when we are
1n an tmi'amiliar radix. In binary
0 + 0 = 0 and carry 0
0 + 1 = 1 and carry O
1 + 0 = 1 and carry 0
1 + 1 = O and carry 1

O - O = O and borrow O
0 • 1 = 1 and borrow 1
1 - o = 1 and borrow O
1 - 1 = O and borrow O

or in octal, for example
4 + 2 = 6 and carry 0
= 2 and carry 1

5+ 5
3• 4

==

7 and borrow 1

i.e. (2 + 8)
i.e. (7 • 8)

so we can write 1111111/1010 thus, in binary,

1010)1111111(1100
1010
7of111
1010
111
or in octal

101 O) 11 00( 1
1010
0010
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12) 14( 1
12

2

7

(Observe how in octal, to evaluate 4 x 12 we say 11 4 times 2 is
8, which is o and carry 1; 4 x 1 is 4 plus the carry giving 5;
result 50").

2.6. The advantages of binary
The use of binary in computers is based on engineering
convenience. This is shown by those computers that appear to
operate in decimal. It is so easy to produce binary digits•
electrical circuits, mechanical devices and so on, that have two
states, "on" or "off" .. and so difficult in comparison to
produce ones with ten states, that decimal digits are usually
ma.de out of four binary ones, six out of the sixteen possible
states being ruled ille@tl..
But binary digits do also have advantages in computation.
A choice between two possibilities is the absolute minimum unit
of knowledge. A choice between eight possibilities is an octal
digit, expressible as three binary digits - thus three units of
information.
An example of this unit of knowledge is that a certain
proposition is either true or false.
We speak of this as a
binary digit with one of the two possible values - called truth
values• true and false.

The phrase "binary digit" is often contracted to "bit",
especially when further hyphenated, as when we sa:y that an octal
digit is a 3- bit element of something or other. At one time
people also talked of "so many bits of information", but then it
was realised that a binary digit is only equivalent to one unit
of information when O and 1 are equally probable values for it.
(At the other extreme, if' you know before you start that it must
be O .. for whatever reason - then finding it to be O gives you
no information. Thus an 8-bit code including parity, used in a
machine that never makes mistakes, contains only seven units of
information. This unit is now distinguished :t'rom the bit by
calling it a Shannon. )
There are certain special :functions concerned with truth
values. If we have two propositions, such as that x>y and that
y=z, each of these may have either of the values~ or false.
We say that

(JC>y) ~ (y=z) is true if either the first or the second (or
both) is ~ ; false only if both are false
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(.vy) ~ {y=-z) is true if both the first and the second are
true but false otherwise.

{vy)
~

or

-

~

(y.sz) is true if the truth values of the two propositions are dif:f'erent, false it they are
the same.

is short for "not equivalent"; sometimes xor,. for "exclusive
is used. There is also

not (x>y) is true if (x>y) is false and vice versa.

--

These functions are known as Boolean functions, or sometimes
(but see below) logical functions. We have already slipped in
eJCB.mples of the use of 2! into the elaboration of 'read'.
When integers are held in a computer in binary form,
certain extensions of these functions are possible.
The two
sorts of binary digit, those with numerical values and those
with truth values, are beasts of dif:f'erent species, and it needs
a code or convention to establish a relation between them. This
is almost universally the association of 1 with true and O with
false. When this has been agreed, however, it becomes possible
to associate the l ogical functions with integers, by performing
them independently on each binary position of the integers.
Because the result is an integer, we prefer to adopt a dif:f'erent
notation, one similar to that used when we write sin(x). Assume
that, expressed in decimal, i = 10 and k = 12, then in binary
i = 1010

k = 1100
and( i,k) = 1000 ( 8 in decimal)
or(i,k) = 1110 ( 14 in decimal )
neq(i,k) = 0110 ( 6 in decimal )
The 'not• function is discussed in the next section.
Although "Boolean" and "logical" are roughly synonynx>us, in
precise usar;;e or and • • • which yield truth values are Boolean,
whereas orti,k}; anc:l and(i,k) ••• , which yield integers, are
logical; Boolean functions are so called after G.Boole who wrote
a treatise on logic in the eighteenth century.

2. 7.

Negative Numbers

If we write zero as 00000 and subtract l :f'rom it, we obtain
99999 with a "borrow" still to be implemented. If we re~d a 9
in the top place as something rather special, implying a whole
series of 9s, and add 1 to a 99999 of this sort, then it becomes
zero with a carry rippling away into eternity.
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Exactly the same happens in binary, provided that for 9 in
the previous paragraph we read 1.
It seems, therefore, that
under certain circumstances, 99999 (dec1ma.1) or 11111 (binary)
ou8ht to be interpreted as - 1.
But 11111 is 31; how can 31 be -1 ? Apart from repeating
what is in the previous paragraph, that if' we have only five
digits to play with then 31 + 1 = 0 because the carry gets lost
over t he edge, it may also help to remember that 50 minutes past
the hour is the same as ten minutes to the hour - i.e. +50 in
this context is -10. Or to ask whether the graduations on a
prot ractor should go from Oto 359 one way, or from Oto 180 one
way and Oto -180 the other, any diffi culty i n answering this
question implying that somehow, when applied to degrees, 359 is
-1 •

-

An:yway, it works.
And it works better in binary than
elsewhere because in ot her systems there are certain extra
details to settle about the top digit, but in binary it is
simply that if this digit is O then i t really is O but if it is
1 thenwe canchoose whetherto make it ':!'or -(2").
(The
housewife who has a need to measure the risi ng power of yeast
has only to agree that the heaviest weight shall go in the other
pan and she can then measure negative weights!) Our choice does
not affect the number of states of our compound digit, of
course. A five bit number always spans 32 value s in all, but we
can choose whether they shall be O to 31 or -1 6 to +15 in a
given context, without any upset 1n our rules of arithmetic.
Well, hardly any - the rules of addition and subtraction are not
altered in the slightes t; but we do have to keep a somewhat
differ ent kind of watch for overflow, and the rules for
multiplication and division~ slightly altered.
We can now apprecia te t he :function 'not•. In not (x) all
the zeros of x become ones (and vice versa); this includes all
the non-significant zeros to the left of x, 'Which become "nonsignificant 11 s" - i.e. if xis a positive number then not(x)
i s a negative one. We can go further. If we add x and not(x),
ther e will be one o and one 1 in each position - sum 1 and can-y
0 everywhere. Therefore
x + not(x) = -1
not(x) = -(x+l)
Ot her systems f or negative numbers have been devised. One
uses not (x) for -x. Another treats the top place a s a third
sort of binary digit, neither numerical nor t ruth val ue, but
sign. In this system -1 is not 11 ••• 111 but 10 •• • 001. In every
system, however, the most significant binary digit is 1 :for a
negative number and O :for a positive one, and is t herefore
called t he s i gn bit.
Exer cise:

Why is a/and(a,-a) alwn.ys an odd number?
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Packi:rlfa

When we write the 30th April 1970 as 300470 and regard this
for many purposes as a single number, we are said to be packing
three numbers into one. Each of the constituent numbers is said
to occupy a field within the large number. The fact that each
occupies two digits out of the six in this example is accidental
- fields need not be the same size.
The above example is in
binary. In this case, as the
99 respectively, the fields
practise rigorous economy;
circumstances is

decimal. We can do the same in
maxima of the numbers are 31, 12,
will not be the same size if we
the packed version under these

11110 0100 1000110
30

4

70

Note that this number, as an integer, is very different :t'rom the
one obtained using decimal packing. That was
30 X 10000 + 4 X 100 + 70 = 300470
and this one is
30

X

2048 + 4

X

128 + 70 = 62022

Nevertheless they both, according to their lights, represent the
same information.
Packing i s important whenever we wish to store informa.tion
economically in blocks of fixed size, as occurs in a computer
store; it is difficult to appreciate it when working with
manuscript or printed characters which can be freely laid out on
paper . As it is undesirable to achieve economy of storage only
at the expense of elaborate calculations, it is usual to pack in
such a way that packing and unpacking can be done using the
logical functions and shifts. We can unpack the above binary
number thus
day:=
number :=
mnth :=
year: =

number/2048;
number - 2048 x day;
number/128;
1900 + number - 128 x month
TA

if we assume that, day and month being integers, the fwlctional
part is lost after the division and assignment . But, since
000001111 0000000 and 1111100000000000 are 1920 and 63488
respectively, we can also write
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year : => 1900 + and( munber, 127 ) ;
month :Q und(number,1920) shifted down seven places;
day:= and(number,63488) shifted down eleven places
provided we are working in binury (otherwise both the logical
functions and the shifting are ro.ther meaningless), and if we
have a machine in which this is possible, it will certainly be
much :faster than using division.
·
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CHAPTER III .. COMPtJrING ENGINES

3.1.

Computer Structure
There are two essential parts to a computer

(1) A store of addressable digits called cells
(2) Means of manipulating these digits
A third constituent is hardly less essential, namely
{ 3) Means of getting data into and out of the computer,

but this has at various times been incorporated into either (1)
or (2) and there is no need for the present to consider it
separately~
Another word for store is
represented diagr-a.matically thus

o:

M:

I

1:

I

2:

I

3:

I

4:

I

memory.

5:

I

The memory

can

be

6:

We put colons into this diagr-am in order to emphasise the
resemblance between the addresses in the store and t he labels of
our algorithmic language. The memory can also be represented by
the following diagt"am

M:

AR:
0

1
0
0

i

(

-'

i

_1
/

I

'

I-

'

This diagram is intended to underline the meaning of the
word addressable. AR consists of binary di gits, and when one of
these is a zero then all the switches at the same level are to
the left, when it is a one then they are to the right. The
result is that if a binary number is put into AR, then a unique
path is set up by which access can be obtained from the point at
the bottom of the diagram to the cell whose address the number
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is. (In general, AR can conform to any radix used in the rest
of the computer, but binary simplifies the diagram~}
The only reason for introducing the word cell is that the
size of these objects makes digit seem the wrongword. We have
seen that binary digits can be grouped in threes to make octal
digits, but when, as happens in many computers, it is the case
that 32 binary digits are grouped together, so that the "digit"
has 4,294,967,296 states, then the sheer change of scale
suggests using a different word. We are now practically reduced
to identifying the states by number, and instead of a digit in
state p we refer to a cell with contents p; instead of changing
the state of the digit from p to q we refer to writing the
number q into the cell. Better still, we refer to writing the
word q into the cell; this usage is intended to be deliberately
neutral about the interpretation we put on q which can be as
(1) a positive number in the range O •••

4,294,967,295

(2) a number in the range -2,147,483,648 •••

+2,147,483,647

( 3) a set of four characters from the standard code
(4) anything else we may wish, consistent with the total
number of available states.
The numerical values in this paragraph apply to machines in
which 32 bits are grouped into a cell and they need changing
before they can be applied to machines whose cell size is
different. But the principles remain.
Digits come in a variet y of forms, with a corresponding
variety of powers. A written character may be very legible, but
in other respects it cannot do what a ten-position switch can
do, such as diverting electric current into one circuit or
another - although it may be far more difficult when looking at
the switch to read it. Digits that are required to perform some
active :function are necessarily more expensive than those
required only to keep records. We should therefore expect the
digits of AR to be more expensively constructed than those of

M.
In contemporary technology there are, in consequence, t-wo
widely used varieties of binary digit ( as well as numerous less
common ones). The first is a tiny ring of ferri te material
called a core, about as big as the smallest size of embroidery
beads, threaded by one or more wires.
Ferrite is a magnetic
material, and the flux in the bead can run either clockwise or
anticlockwise as seen from one end of the wire, thus providing
the two states.
The other is an electrical circuit containing
two transistors so arranged that there are two possible paths
for a current but a current in either path inhibits current in
the other, like a cross-roads where now of tra:ffic in either
road inhibits flow of traffic in the other. This is called a
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bistable circuit, or sometimes (not altogether correctly) a
fiip-fiop.
Cores are cheap but inert, bistable circuits are
expensive but
they provide
a ctive signals that
can be
transmitted elsewhere.
Of the two essential parts of a computer mentioned above,
we can s ay to a first approximation that the first, the store,
is built of a large number of cores; the second, the control,
consists very largely of a comparatively small number of
bistable circuits. But there is no hard and fast rule for four
reasons. (1) Econom;y sometimes leads to the use of cores in
control, (2) Speed is sometimes improved if part of the store is
ma.de of bi stable circuits, (3) There is a middle area of cells
(sometimes called the mill but often not sharply distinguished)
occ~ied temporarily by numbers which are undergoing arithmetic,
and {4) The philosophy of some designers favours giving a main
store address to every cell if at all possible, no matter how
special its purpose.
In these circumstances it is not surprising that there is
one word, register, whose meaning seems almost too nexible to
pennit definition.
The best we can say is that any group of
binary digits which is different from the general run of cells
in the main store, whether it is specialised by its use or by
its construction, can have
this distinction kept in the
foreground by referring to it as a register. One such group is
the address register, AR; a noteworthy feature of this register
is that its size is detennined by the mmiber of different
addresses in the store rather than by the considerations which
detennine the size of a memory cell.

3.2.

How Computers Work

Computers work because it is possible to add to the
explicit interpretations of a word listed in the previous
section
two
more
of very
great
importance,
namely,
interpretation of the word as an instruction to the computer and
interpretation of the word as a store address. This makes it
possible for the computer to obey an algorithm stored in its own
mem:>ry. How does it do this?
It contains two registers of vital importance, the next
instruction address register, NIAR, and the current instruction
register, CIR.
It then goes repeatedly through the following
cycle

1: The contents of NIAR is an address; use this to find
the next instruction to be obeyed and copy it from
the store into CIR
2: Advance the contents of NIAR by some definite rule
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3: Obey the contents of CIB
4: Deal with any emergencies that may have arisen

5: Repeat from (1).
In most ma.chines the instructions are stored in the order in
which they are to be obeyed, as they are in our algorithmic
language, so that the "definite rule" in (2) is "add 1 to the
contents of NIAR". Jump instructions do not involve any change
1n this cycle, they merely require that whatever is done in (3)
overwrites what was put into NIAR during (2). A subroutine-jump
instruction can be designed to save the address in NIAR before
overwriting it, so that the route back is not lost.
Stage (4) was not in the earlier computers but is a
comparatively recent
addition.
It
covers two
sorts of
emergencies. One is an emergency arising out of the previous
stage. For example, the result of an addition may be too big
for the size of cell available; this is called overflow. The
other arises as a result of some comparatively external event
such as an output punch about to run out of paper or cards.
Both sorts are dealt with in the same way. There is an
interrupt register, :INT, and each independent source of trouble
is .associated with a different bit in this register, which is
nonnally O but changes to 1 for as long as the emergency is on.
At stage (4) the contents of CIB have been finished with and it
is possible to replace them by some instruction to deal with the
emergency and to return to stage (3), thus avoiding any trouble
with NIAR. As there is no simple standard action which can deal
with every emergency, this normally takes the form of a
subroutine jump to some standard cell which holds the start of a
routine to examine INT and find out what is wrong and what needs
to be done. While we are doing this we have to protect
ourselves from further diversions by ma.king ourselves "deaf" to
interrupts; it will be the duty of the subroutine to restore
awareness of interrupts as soon as it is safe to do so.
It is interesting
magnificent a:rray, we
notation thus
A: CIB : == M[NIAR];
NIAR := NIAR + 1;
B: Obey( CIB);
if JNT=O 2!:, Deaf then

that if we regard the memory as one
can write the cycle in algorithmic

~

Deaf:= true;
cm : = 'subroutine Jump';
~B;

3.3.

Instruction Formats

A;
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The above formulation is remarkably clear and precise except
for the roonumental gloss involved in writing Obey( CIR) • Before
we ·c an remove this blemish, we must face the fact that CIR is a
cell of the size of a machine word, and ask ourselves what sort
of an instruction it is reasonable to try to express within the
limits thus set.
Before doing so we can admit to a let out. Provided that
the memory clues are available at the right moment, Dbey(CIR)
can be made to include a second NIAR : = NIAR+l, and even a third
or a fourth if there is good reason for extending an instruction
over as many cells.
But for the moment we keep this up our
sleeves.
The assigronent instruction in our algorithmic language has
had the form
<variable>:= <algebraic expression>
with no limit on the complication permitted in the expression.
But the actual evaluation of such an expression always consists
of a sequence of operations such as addition and subtraction
between two quantities. Thus
V

:= V-(1+k)/(2+A[k])

can be rewritten
Vl := l+k;
V2 := 2+A[k];
Vl := V1 jV2;
V : = V-Vl
In this wa:y, at the cost of extra variables, we can rewrite all
our algorithms so that the info:nna.tion to be packed into a
single assigronent instruction is not more than one operation and
three addresses.
It is also possible :further to rewrite the
algorithms so that, at the cost of extra labels, the only
conditionals used are

,!! <condition> then~ <label>
and even to confine the condition to one of
<variable>< O
<variable> = 0
An algorithm

written in this way is said to be reduced to a
t hree-address code. (Some i nstructions may involve less than
three addresses; at worst t his means wasted space in storage,
but even thi s can of ten be avoided by writing such instructions
a s ~ecial cases - e. g.
Vl := V2 can be written as V1 :=
V2+0.)
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But our problems are not over. In the first place, an
examinat ion of the example given above shows that there are at
least three varieties of operand involved in our instructions
(1) constants, like 1 and 2, (2) values stored in a known
address such ask and V1, and ( 3) values such as A[k] 'Whose
address is unknown - it is somewhere in A, it is true, but
exactly 'Where is not known until after the subscript has been
evaluated.
In the second place, even a small computer has
probably a thousand cells in its memory, so that ten bits are
required to store an address, and it is clear that only
computers with a lengthy ma.chine word will be able to pack into
one word three addresses and a code for the operation.
There are as many solutions to these problems as there are
computers on the market or off it. We can restrict ourselves to
a two-address code by using only instructions like v1:~v2;
V1 :=Vl+V3; but al.though a paper study reveals no difficulties in
this, it does not go far enough.
We cannot avoid opera.ti_o ns
that need two operands, but what we can do is to obtain a oneaddress code by nominating a special. register, caJ.led the
accumulator, the address of which is implicit in any essentially
two-address instruction. The statement
V

(A)

:= V-(1+k)/(2+A[k])

now has to read
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC

: = 1;
: = 2;

ACC
ACC
: = V1; ACC
:= V; ACC

Vl := ACC;
: = ACC+A[k]; V2 := ACC;
:= ACCjV2;
Vl := ACC;
V := ./\.CC
:= ACC-Vl;
: = ACC+k;

(B)

or better,
ACC := 1; ACC := ACC+k; Vl := ACC;
ACC := 2; ACC := ACC+A[k]; ACC := V1/ACC;
V := V-ACC

(C)

There is still a problem over A[k] but this will become clearer
as we go. Bearing in mind that the accumulator is implicit, the
first three of these instructions are
(into the Ace)

Load

the number

Add

the contents of <k>

(into the Ace)

Change

the contents of <V1>

(copying from the Ace)

1

where <k> and <Vl> stand for the numbers which are the addresses
of k and Vl respectively.
In order

to appreciate

properly the problem presented by

A[k], let us return for a moment to the notion that variables
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V

k
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A[ 1]

4:

A[2]
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If' A has been declared [ 1 : 4]

6:

A[4]

7:
Vl

3
But by numbering the colunms a s we have done, we provide the
numerical addresses which convert this diagram into one of the
store. Since k has the value 3, then A[k] is column 5. In
order to translate ACC:=ACC+A[k] success:ruJ.ly, we have to assume
that <A> is the number 2, the address of a fictitious A[o], and
then proceed to translate the remainder of the instructions in
(C) thus
Load

the contents of <k>

(into the Ace)

Add

the number

(into the Ace)

Change

the contents of <V'b

(copying from the Ace)

Load

the number

(into the Ace)

Add

the contents of
the address in <V'b

<JI>

2

( into the Ace)

Divide

the contents of <V1>

(by the contents of the Ace,
putting the result in the Ace)

Subtrn.ct

from contents of <V>

(the contents of Ace)

We see now the significance of the opening remark in the
previous section{ that two new interpretations of .a machine word
are required, (a J as an instruction and (b) a s an address. In
the last but two of the above instructions the contents of V2
are interpreted in the latter way, and this instruction is sa id
to employ indirect
addressing.
A word which
is to be
interpreted as an instruction has three items packed into it.
(a) an operation .. add, subtract, and, change, goto, etc.
(b) a mode for interpreting the address part - as a number,
as the address of a number, as the address of an address
(c) the address itself.
These three
i terns require a t least
4, 2 and
10 bi ts
respectively, if' one is not to be forced into devious ways of'
getting what one wants.
Many computers have been built with order codes ( a s machine
instruction sets are called) along these lines, but just as m"ny
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We shall look

Not al l instructions need an a ddress, and provided tha t
there is never a ny doubt how to unpack the operation code, the
rest of the word need not always be divided, let a lone
interpreted, in the srune w~y for all varieties of operation.
For exampl e, it is usual to do shifting only in the accumulator,
and let the address field hold the number of places by which the
word is to be shifted.

3.4.

Types

No string of characters has any meaning unless there is a
set of rules for interpreting it.
The sequence FADE, for
example, might be an English verb, a four-digit hexadecimal
number, the notes of a chime - without a context there is no
telling. (I once picked up a piece of ca rd with OSPHEUNT on it
in large print ed l etters.
No prizes for deciphering. Solution
at end of section.) The meaning usually lies outside the scope
of data processing theory (the string of symbols comprising an
algorithm is an obvious exception) but nevertheless it dictates
what it is rea sonable to do with the sequence. As an English
verb, FADE can be changed to FADJNG · nd FADED; as chimes it
could have its pitch changed to ce.AB or (tonally) to GBEF; as a
hexadecimal number it can be rewritten in octal as 175336. None
of these changes makes sense in the wrong context. Ag~in, one
can do full arithmetic on integers, but whereas dates are
integers, and the difference between the dates of a man's birth
and dea th give his age when he died, yet there is no sense to be
ma.de of the result of :Jdding or mult iplying two dates.
To some extent the responsibility of not doing the wrong
thing rests on the writer of an algorithm. But the compiler
itself has ,_,n interest for two reasons. In the first place, it
can help. If a sked to a dd two truth values, it can answer
back.
In the second pla ce it can organise its storage more
efficiently . If i t knows that it is receiving mere characters,
it can pack them several to a word.
It i s with t his in mind t hat some computers have a system
of "fracti onal a ddresse s " and two (or more) addressing schemes.
In such a computer the merrory di a gram needs redrawing thus
words:
bytes:

26:
2'7:
30:
,---.---.
- -----------------+---------26 .0: 26.2 : 26.4 : 26.6 : 27.0 : 27 . 2 : 27. 4: 27 . 6 : 30. 0: 30.2 etc.

showing word address above and chara cter (sometimes called byte)
addresses below, all in octal .
The t e:nn •type'

is used to cover a

number of distinctions
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of the sort discuss ed in this section. In particular the
declarations o.t the start of an algorithm not only ask for
storage, they define wha t size of cell is appropriate in
computers which offer a choice, and what operations to permit on
the variables. Thus one can have
type integer, occupying a single word
type double integer, required, e.g., if a,b,c,d are integers
of full range, to hold intennediate results if we need to
work out ab-cd
type
real , probably
occupying two
consecutive words,
possibly organised as a floating point number (see Appendix)
type boolean, for storage of truth values . Only one bit is
strictly necessary, but usually this is inconvenient to
arrange
type address, subdivided into type label, and type reference
(for indirectly used addresses). Ti-iis type is
extraordinary in that the actual values change if we
rearrange the storage of the algorithms :md their working
space
type instruction
type character, capable of being packed several to a word
and so on.
0SPHEUNT? The card was intended to slide behind another
with a grill in it, and a ccording to its position it would then
read either 0_P_ E_N_, or _ S_H_ U_ T. Yet another form of binary
digit?

3.5.

Variations on a Theme

The only real measure of the size of a store is in terms of
bits. A computer that is to avoid being called small will have
a store of not less than 100,000 bits, organised somewhere in
the range
12-bit words, 8096 of them, involving a 13-bit address
64-bit words, 2048 of them, involving an 11-bit address but
probably provision for fractional addresses too.
In the middle of this range, we can imagine a computer rather
over the minimum size with, say, 16,192 24-bit words, 14 bits of
the 24 being required for the address. But the extremes do not
fit at all well and there are other disadvo.ntages about the
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"singl e n.ccunrulator, one-a ddress
with indirect addressing"
ma.chine developed
in the previous section but one.
In
particular the accumulator proves an aw:t'ul bottleneck.
In this section we discuss a few of the tricks which have
been used to match the requirements of the instruction to its
possible fonna.ts.

The PDP8 is a widely used small machine. It has a 12-bit
word.
The store is divided into pages of 128 words.
The
instruction word has a 3•b1t order field, a bit for indicating
indirect addressing., and an 8-bit address.
The latter only
allows 256 words to be distinguished, and these are (a) words in
page o, i.e.
0-127, and (b) words in the same page as the
instruction itself. Words which are not on either of these
pages must be reached by indirect addressing - in which., of
course., all 12 bits are available on the second reference.
In a two- or three-address code, one or more of the
addresses is usually a temporary variable, or can easily be ma.de
so by a milder application of the transfonna.tion needed to throw
an algorithm into one-address fonn. A strong case can therefore
be made out for a two- or three-address code in which only one
address ranges over the whole store., the other(s) being confined
to a "scratch-pad" consisting of the first 32 locations, say.,
and thus requiring only 5 bits for their address.
Although machines
have been built to
this sort of
specification, most machines today, even small ones, also use a
further device., knmm as the index principle. 'Ibis is the use
of a two-address layout to obtain A[k] directly. The main
address field contains <.A> and the second address field operates
indirectly, since it contains an address in which k may be
found. 'Ibe addition which we fonnerly progra.mned explicitly in
setting up the value of V2 is done automatically. The address
<.A> is said to be 11 IWdified11 by k.
One group of machines in which k can come :f'rom anywhere in
the store is interesting as being an example of the let-out
which we mentioned early on. This is the Elliott 803 and 503
group, now on their way out. Most instructions are standard one
address instructions., in which case a certain bit is zero. But
if this bit is 1., then the next cell contains an address, the
contents of which are added to the contents of the normal
address field, and
the next cell but one
is the next
instruction.
More usually, IWdifiers must be in one of a small group
(say 8, needing three bits to specify which) of registers. '!Jie
one with address O is always zero, for when modification is not
required.
Frequently these registers are also accumulators,
since provision of several accumulators removes the bottleneck
effect of one, at the cost of a few bits to specify which
accumulator is to be used. These registers may or may not be
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the same cells as are accessed by the main store mechanism using
the same addresses - there are both advantages and disadvantages
in this - but they will almost certainly be active registers for
the sake of the speed thus achieved.
Addition being synmetrical, we can, if we wish, put k into
the instruction and <fl> into the modifier. As, with k=O, this
is equivalent to indirect addressing, there is then no need to
make
special provision
for
this.
A very interesting
possibility, exploited in the Atlas, the PDP11 and other
machines, arises if' NIAR is given a place in the addressing
scheme, since then (a) one jumps without _special orders, merely
by using its address as the destination of an assignment, and
(b) when it is used as a modifier one can access constants etc.,
stored in a known, fixed position relative to ~ current
instruction.
Tricks such as these lead to very power:f'ul instructions.
To show what we mean by power:f'ul, consider what we gain in
storage and speed by having JMS in the PDP8, as explained in the
next section. The sequence
TAD <parameter> ·

·JMS

SUffiOUTlNE

<next instruction>
would be replaceable, if we did not have JMS, by
TAD .+4
DCA SUBROUTmE
TAD <parameter>
JMP SUBROUTlNE+1

where .+n means the
address 2f this ~ , plus n.

.+1
<next instruction>

With very powerful instructions, the number of them required to
express a routine is reduced to an extent that allows a rethink
on how much space we can give to an instruction.
For example, in one large machine, the Atlas, the normal
word length is 24 bits, real numbers in f'loating point form
occupying 48 bi_ts. Each instruction is also 48 bits. 'Ihere are
127 special registers of 24 bits.
The first word in an
instruction has three fields, a 10-bit operation code and two
special register addresses.
The whole of the second word is a
main store address. This has the advantage that when treated as
a number it is a whole word, but as an address it is much larger
than is necessary. However, as we explain later, even this can
be put to good advantage in a big machine.
The opposite
tendency is shown in the series 360, where the instruction word
has a snall main address field, on the assumption that all
addresses are relative to certain base addresses ·held in special
registers.
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Exercises:
Do a similar power-estimate on the indirect
addressing :fo.cility. 11 /\ scratch pad o:f accumulo.tors".
What
sort o:f design does this phr se evoke? Is it o. good one?

3.6.

Sinrulation

We can now take up the question of replacing Obey(CIR) by a
detailed algorithm.
~is algorithm will be different for each
computer. For computers with a l a rge instruction code it will
be very lengthy, so we are forced either to describe a very
small computer, or to leave the description to some extent
incomplete .
As we hQve already invested one paragraph in
describi ng t he address i ng s cheme of the PDP8, we continue with
further detai ls of this ma chine. The fields already described
pack into the 12-bit word thus

Rest of Address

order

where I i s O (or 1) for direct ( 0 r i ndirect) addressing, and P
is O (or 1) for Pa ge O ('thi s page'), but it is only the values
0 - 5 of the octal digit defining the order which are concerned
with cells in the memory. The value 6 organises signals to and
from input and output devices and the value 7 refers to orders
which concern the a ccumula tor alone, and for these values of
"order" the above interpretation of the last nine bits of the
instruction word is inappropria te.
We therefore start by isolating "order" and if its vr:.lue is
less than 6 we discover which address we must refer to:
Order:= and(NIAR, 3584 ) shifted right 9 places
if Order <6 then ~jgin comment draft version - see postscript;
- if and(CIR, 12 =O then Address := 0 else Address := and(NIAR,2968);
Address := Address--:.:--and(CIR, 127); if and(CIR,256)=1 ~
Address:= M[Address];
We are now ready to carry out the actual instruction, thus
if Order= 0 then ACC := and( ACC,M[Address])
else if Order----;;;-, then ACC := ACC + M[ Address]
eI'se if Order = 2 then egin M[Address] := M[Address] + 1;
if M[Address = 0 then NIAR : = NIAR + 1 end
else if Order = 3 then begin M[ Address] := ACC; ACC := 0 end
else if Order= 4 then begin M[Address] := NIAR;
NIAR : = Addr •'.'SS + 1 end
else NIAR := Addre ss end

1

Thes instructions can
mnemonic names thus:

I

Code O

1\ND

be described in words

and provided with

J\ND11 ( i.e. mask) the contents of
of the addr ~ss cell.
11

! he

, ccumulator with those
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1 TAD
2

3
4

5

(Twos complement) ADd the contents of the addressed cell
into the accurm,tla tor":"
ISZ
_!ncrement the contents of the ddressed cell by 1 ··nd Skip
an instr uction if the result is Zero. If the instruction
skipped ver i s a jump back, this order serves to count
around a l oop. It has ot her uses, too.
DCA Deposit the contents of the a ccumulator in the addressed cell
and Clear the 11.ccumul:, tor. (The latter can be restored, if
wanted, by a subsequent TAD)
JMS
.'.!U!:.!P to ~ubroutine • arranged so that the subroutine begins
in the cell after the addressed one, which is used to hold
the return address.
JMP
!!uMP uncondition:-::.lly to the instruction in the addres :- ed cell.

It would take us f ar out of our depth to discuss whether this is
a sensibl e set of orders to choose when one is restricted to a
total of five.
Our sole purpose here i s to show how the
detailed operation
of
such
codes
can
be
expressed
algorithmicall y.
Order No.7 is more complicated than a ll the rest put
together; it covers a wide variety of possibilities concerned
only with the contents of the a ccumula t or and an associated
single bi t called the link, t he details of which are determined
by the reffi'J .ining nine bi ts . These possibilities fall into three
groups, and within each group is a sequence of actions which c2.n
be included or omitted. The third group is only available in
18.rger ma.chines than the one we are describing.
The other two
operate like this
if Drder=7 then ~jgin

-

if and(Cffi,25
= O then begin conment First group;
if and(CIR,128it0 then ACC := O;
if and(CIR,64) 0 then link := O;
if and( CIR, 32) 0 then /\.CC : = not( ACC);
if and(CIR,16) 0 then link := not(link);

..•
if and(CIR,1 )tO then /\.CC:= ACC+l end
where we pause for two comnents. (1) As an example of combining
a ctions, note that if the 32 and 1 bits are both present, the
effect is ACC := • ACC. (2) The missing items are omitted partly
for clarity and partly because they cannot be truly represented
in our notation.
The 8 and 4 bits cause 1-place shifts to the
right and left respect ively of the contents of accumulator and
link treated :cs a ring. Each of these actions separately is
perhaps awkward but not difficult to express algorithmically,
but if
both bits
are l's, they
represent simultaneous
contradictory orders, and this is something (a) whose result in
the real ma.chine is uncert.'lin and (b) for which the language
provides no notation. The bit of value 2 converts this shift
into a two place shift. To continue
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else if nd(CIR,1)=0 then begin comment second group;
- i f (( 11nd(CIR,64lTo°t and /\.CC<O
-or ( nnd(CIR, 32 ) 0 und ACC=O
or (:ind(CIR, 16) 0 and link=l)) neq and(CIR,8)~
then NIAR : = NIAR+ 1 ;
if and{CIR,128)~0 then /\.CC:= o;
if and(CIR,4)~0 then ACC := or( ACC, Hand.switches );
if and(CIR,2)1-0 then Stop~~
This group thus provides most of the conditional jumps (1.e.
all except ISZ orders) in the form of condition l skips.
The PDP8 is designed for great flexibility in its input and
output
arrangements.
Our
algorithmic
language . is
not.
Consequently we cannot do justice to Code 6. We could come
nearer justice if we modified readch and printch(x) into
readch(n) and printch(n,x), where n nllows us to choose between,
for example, card or tape equipment. In group 6, after the
three bit order field, there is a six-bit device-selection .field
and finally a three bit field with the following meaning in the
simpler cases

( rr ) if the 1 bit is 1, then skip (i.e. do an extra NIAR :=
NIAR+l) if the bit in INT belonging to the device shows
a 1; next,
(b) if the 2 bit is 1, then set to O the bit in INT
belonging to the device; next,
( c) if the 4 bit is 1, then tr· ,n sfer data to or from
the device from or to the accumulator.
Within the powers of our present language
probably to write

the best we can do is

else if CIR= 3316 then ACC := rea dch
= 3324 then printch( ACC)
else Fai ;
comment 3316 and 3324 are octal 6364 and 6374; end

else if CIR

Postscript: There
is one
serious error (as
oppo sed to
simplification) in the above algorithm, which has been allowed
to stand
in order
to avoid interrupting the argument.
Uncorrected, it leads to the result that a "this page" reference
in the last word of a page will produce a reference to the next
page. Acorrect version appears in Appendix where the whole
algorithm is collected together.
The f a ct that an algorithm of this sort can be written has
been demonstrated here for two reasons. First it gives extra
pra ctice in the language and shows it describing ,, comparatively
complex algorithm.
Secondly it has a theoretical importanc~.
It shows how any 11Rchine that can interpret the language can run
any progronmie written for some other machine if the latter can
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be described in the lan~1Be.
To this extent o.11 computers are
equivalent. The most serious restrictions on the general ity of
this concl usion a re ( 1) the f :,ct t hnt mien space has been taken
for the simula t i on algorithm the nmount of space l eft for the
simulated meroory, M, mny limi L what con be done, and (2) that
simulation will alwuys be costly on time mid (3) that input and
output faci l ities may be impos sible to match.
Exercise: What does the following subroutine do? I.e.
the effect of putting JMS ORCNXT into an algorithm?

what is

ORCNXT 0
CM/\

AND I .-2
CWI.

3. 7.

rsz

.-4

JMP

I .-5

Corgpilers

Let us suppose you have a probl em.
You think about it
until you have produced mi algorithm vmich ought to solve it.
Ir you have written this al gorithm in the language used
throughout most of this book, you will realise that you next
have to transform it into a three(?, t wo?, one?) address fonn
containing only instructions which match the available machineword instructions of your particular machine.
For example, if
your ma.chine is a PDP8, then you have to take

V := V - (1 + k)/(2 + A[k])
though all the transformations considered in Section 3.3, plus
two further ones the second of which converts it into the octal
machine code in the righthand colunm below
CI.A
TAD (1

/clear a ce

TAD k
DCA V1
TAD k
TAD ( A

DCA V2
TAD (2
TAD I V2
JMS DIVIDE
V1 ,O

CIA

TAD V
(MA

DCA V

/dividend
/complement and
increment ace

600:
601:
602:
603:
604:
605:
6o6:
607:
610:

7200
1037
1040
3212
1040
1036
3077
1035
1477
611: 4240
612: 0000
613:
614:
615:
616:

7041
1034
3034
7010

In the first stage, represented by the left hand column,
decisions on vmere to locate the various words have not yet been
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taken, and the orders are, for convenience, in nmemonic form.
(The addresses used in the octal form have been chosen on
grounds of clarity~ since the original instruction is not a
complete algoritbm.J
But you do not necessarily have to do all this the hard
w.y. The whole of the process can be expressed in the form of
an algorithm which uses readch to take in the algorithm which
you have written in 'our' language, character by character, and
ultimately print and/or punch out the octal numbers which are
the machine code version. Better still, if it has room enough
to do so, it stores the machine code version elsewhere in the
memory and jumps, when it
has finished, into the first
instruction of what it has stored. This algorithm is called a
compiler.
What we called "our language" is in fact a subset of the
language Algol 60 somewhat relaxed by the assumption that
anything intelligible in algebra is permitted on the right hand
side of
an assigrunent.
But there
are many algorithmic
languages.
Algol 60 and Fortran were both designed with
scientific . calculations :ma.inly in mind, Cobol had conmercial
data processing as its main objective, and we shall mention
others later. Dur language was designed with its instructional
value uppermost in mind in that Ca) it is very close to
col1ll!lils-on-paper work, (b) it is near enough to machine code in
the restrictions it imposes, to aJ.low study of the latter with a
minimum dependence on any one machine, and (c) it permits the
student to go on to full Algol 60, which is a language widely
used by computer scientists, with very little to be unlearned.
Four languages (including ours) have been mentioned by name
in the previous paragraph and the existence of others has been
implied. Every one of these languages will require a different
compiler. Ir, on a big machine, all are to be useable, then aJ.l
of these compilers nru.st be held in the store of the machine, and
while the computer could perhaps find out for itself which
language is in use, it finds things nru.ch easier if it is told
which, before the actuaJ. text of the algorithm begins. Tbus -we
might write
LANGUAGE OURS

begin

•
•

end

<as.ta>
This only applies to a big ma.chine. On a small one the user
feeds in the compiler and the original version of his algorithm
as one job, and the resulting ma.chine-code version with his data
as a second, separate, job. This is our first introduction to
what is known as the system aspect of using a computer.
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CHAPTER IV SYSTEMS

4.1.

Systems

The reader who has conscientiously studied the foregoing
chapters Will be well equipped in the fundamentals of computer
science but will be brought up with a bump if he tries to make
contact with a real computer. One function of this chapter is
to try to remedy that.
It is regrettable, therefore, that we
f'eel compelled to replace its opening pa.re.graphs by a row of
asterisks

*****
This is not because they were obscene, though some might call
them that, but because they were valueless. What they said was
that the computer building is open f'rom 8030 a.m.
to 11.00
p.m., that there are two computers, a PDP8 and an ICL 1900, that
the latter is an upgraded 1905F with two paper tape readers, two
tape punches, a card reader, four magnetic tape uni ts, a fast
line printer and 128c of 24-bit core store.
They decribed how,
having written an algorithm which you wish to run, you append
the data and four minus signs at the end, and certain other
Dnm1bo jumbo at the beginning "and get the whole punched on cards
or tape. Yo1,1. also f'ill in an orange card because if you do not
your results will inevitably get lost. You put a rubber band
around the whole thing and leave it in the tray at the reception
desk, where you vUl see a notice telling you when to return for
the results." 'When using the PDP, on the other hand, you take
certain tapes out of the rack, insert them 1n the reader and
press certain buttons before inserting your own tape - 1n short,
you opere.te the machine yourself'.
All this is "local knowledge" without which you cannot
succeed in ma.king good use of the machines, but most of it is
useless elsewhere and quite a lot ot it gets revised over a
period of' a yes:r or two.
Few installations are so :f'ree of it
that you can work success:tully on them, entirely out of your
kno"Wiedge of some other installation.
Nevertheless, it does illustrate that getting a computation
done on a big computer and on a small one are as different as
consul.ting a book in the British Museum and taking it down from
one• s private bookshelf'.
In the latter case it is only
necessary to know one's own machine, and the algorithms one has
written or borrowed, inside out. In the former case one has to
have an authorised user's ticket, to till in forms - in short to
go through the system. Part of the system consists of people,
pa.rt of catalogues, dictionaries etc., and part of procedures.
And at times one feels that using a big canputer is like the
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rest ot life - the only w.y to do anything "WOrth while is to
learn how to beat the system, because -working to rule is only a
euphemism for not doing one's best. In this chapter we consider
what a computer system is, what it is meant to do and how it is
meant to -work - not perhaps what the mumbo jumbo means or how to
write it., but at least why it is there and under what
circumstances you need to know more about it.

4.2.

The COlll!)lete System

A complete computer system consists ot the parts we have
considered up to now - an addressable store, a means by which
algorithms -written in the store can operate on the contents of
the store., and a rudimentary input and output - together with a
be.eking store, much larger than the addressable store but less
accessible, a more luxurious provision of input and output
derlces, and a set of algorithms for assisting the user., with or
without his can.sent. The organisation of such a complete system
is a problem, in itself, of such DBgnitude that the proposed
solution is often called "the system" and its algorithms
.. so:f'tware". The ordinary user needs to be protected, on the one
hand :from needing to know more than is absolutely necessary
about the software, and on the other f'rom having his :f'reedom
impaired by secrecy about it.
The reader of this book, of
course, needs to know enough about it to be satisfied that both
these demands can reasonably be met.

The size of the addressable store is limited by the range
ot the register AR, but may be limited further by DBking do 1 for
reasons of cost, with less core store than the addressing system
can cope with. Be.eking store is necessary if more storage is
required than the addressable store provides.
The ultimate in
backing store is punched tape or cards in cabinets not connected
to the computer. Most backing store uses ~ magnetic medium, not
formed into cores., but coated on a surface which moves under a
reading head. Three mechanical arrangements are comnonly used,
drums., discs and tape. What distinguishes these :f'rorn the user's
point of view are their different capacities and times required
to get a particular
item to the reading head.
TABLE II:

PARAMETERS OF TYPICAL S'IDRAGE UNITS
Capacity
bits

Mag. Tape unit
Large
Disc
Small
Disc

Exchangeable
unit
Fixed
unit

Drum

Large core
Fast Core

Rate
bits/sec

Waiting Time
(average} secs

5.101'5
5.101'6

101'2 <I,
5.101'-2

101'8

101"7

5.101'-3

101"7
101"7
101'5

101'7
101"7
101'8

101'-3
101'-5
101'-6

101'8
5 .101'9

*
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any particular moment; these items have unlimited capacity
if this includes alternative tapes or discs available by operator
intervention.
'/J average time to f':lnd a randan record :f'rom start ot tape.

Information on be.eking store is accessed by copying it into
the addressable store; on backing store it is in addressable
groups ot bi ts ca.Ued blocks equivalent to perhaps 128 words in
the main store, and one instruction initiates the transfer (in
either direction) of a complete block one word at a time. Three
modes of operation must be distinguished, according as (1) the
cCDpUter waits between tra.n.sters tmtil the backing store is
ready with the next vrord, (2) the computer is interrupted as the
moment of each transfer arises,
or (3) the transfer is
"autonomous".
In
the :first tw cases the
computer is
responsible for updating the me.in store reference at successive
addresses, and the system software must include an algorithm to
do this, but in the third the backing store control writes into
AR itself, forcing a momentary "hesitation" on the part of the
computer if necessary, but not diverting it from what it is
doing, as an interrupt 'WOUl.d do.
Drums are usually built irremovably into a computer, discs
sometimes are, or they may be exchangeable (like changing a
gramophone record), tapes are always m0tmted on built-in ree.dvrite units (like danestic tapes in a tape recorder). It is of
course, the unit which is addressed by an algorithm in machine
code, but it7:'s°important to know that the right tape or disc is
mounted. The :first block of any tape is therefore a block
identifying the tape. This is an extension of the addressing
system which ought, in theory, to include and distinguish all
tapes ever w:r1 tten.
It must be made effective by the software
which will include an algorithm to check it and to use the unit
address thereafter.
·
-

Input-output devices come in a variety of forms. Hitherto
we have assumed either paper-tape or card equipment. While this is
valid for input, it overlooks the fact that most computer output
is produced in inmediately readable form on a line printer or
electric typewriter. Table III summarises the speeds, etc., of
these devices.
Before reviewing others, we must examine some
new problems occasioned by the mere presence of alternative
channels of input-output.
TABLE III:

PARAMETERS OF TYPICAL PERIPHERALS

Continuous Rate*
bits/sec
Paper Tape Reader, 1000 cps
Ca.rd Ree.der 1 1000 1pm

Paper Tape Punch., 120 cps
Card Punch, 3001pm
Line Printer, 1100 1pm
Typewriter, 10 cps

10t4
10t4
10t3
3.1ot3
2.1ot5
10t2

Waiting Period
sec
10t-3
5.1ot-2
10t-2
2.1ot-1
101'-3
101'-1
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including non-significant parts, ot course.

4.3 Multiple Input/output
One of these problems is neatly illustrated by the
following situation. Suppose we have two lists o:f' numbers.,
already a.ITanged in numerical order, and we wish to prepare a
list of those which are on the first but not on the second. Let
us suppose :f\n-ther that they are long lists - uneconanic to read
completely into the store as a first move unless it is necessary
to do so. If' we can keep two readers going together, then we
can proceed as follows, using read(n) as was suggested in
Section 3.6 to mean 'read from channel n':
begip inte~ :{>, q., k, r., s;
p := readl}; q := read(2); k := o;
B: if q>O then begins:= read(2); q := q-1 end;
A: if p>O then begin r := read(l ); p := p-1 e n d ~ ~ D;
C: !! r<s or q:mO then begin
printt"r.,4,0°J;'k := k+1; ~ A end;
!! r=s then ~ B;
s := reaci('2); q := q-1; ~ C;
D: print(k.,41 0) ~
(Note that k is subsequently to be transferred from
the beginning of the output list.)

the end to

The problem is this. We now have our algorithm and can use
it on numerous occasions. Suppose., to begin with., that one of
our lists is on tape and the other on cards., but we cannot say
in advance which is which - and in this algorithm we note that
they are not interchangeable.
Then we need to provide
information such as that
JNPUT 1 = TAPE READER
mPUT 2 = CARD READER

or vice versa. But although same systems do it this way, it is
not the right way to do it., as we realise when we consider large
systems. These may have several readers of each sort and we may
wish both our inputs to be on the same medium. In this case -we
should have to identify the readers by number.
But this
conflicts with the freedom which is necessary in a multiuser
context to use any free input organ of the right sort.
The correct way., which is just as usable in a small system,
is to label the lists. We prefix the algorithm with something
like

:mror

1 = LIST J
mPUT 2 = LIST P
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and we prefix LIST J and LIST P to the lists themselves. It
then does not matter 'What readers they come in on, it only
matters that they shall be recognised as belonging to the same
job. We are thus led to the concept that the algorithm and the
two lists are three separate documents which must be tied
together by titles part of which they hold in conmon and parts
of which distinguish them individuaJ.ly - e.g.

RUN 2415/LIBT J
7 3 6 9 12 15 18 21
RUN 2415/LIST P

6 2 4 6 8 10 12

RUN 2415/LANGUAGE OURS
begin ••• end
Variations on this are possible without becoming
technically tmaotmd, and, as we have already remarked, not all
systems are entirely sotmd. A variation which adapts itself
well to much more elaborate sequences of algoritlnns is one that
removes the input descriptions to a further document. Under
this system two or more distinct documents in algorithmic
language eould be incorporated, and the further document can
then state the order in which they are to be obeyed.
This
f'Urther document is known as a job-control document.
The heart of a large system is an algorithm which can sort
out the requirements implied by the submission of various such
sets of documents.
This algorithm usually requires a tmique
signal by which it can recognise the end of a document - hence
the four minus signs in the "useless local knowledge" - and it
usually aims to keep a record, for accotmting purposes, of what
it has been doing., for which reason it will not be satisfied
with a plain "RUN 2415" but will require this to be preceded by
the user• s accotmt number. This completes the mumbo jumbo in
simple cases.

4.4.

Primitive System Concepts

A primitive computer probably has no helpful instructions
in it when a new job is presented to it. (Some I1E.chines have a
few use:f'u.l constants, like o, +1, -1, wired into certain
ad.dresses but, except by deliberate design, these are rarely
"helpful".) A 100re sophisticated computer usually has its
software intact, but may be in a similar pass after a
breakdown. Every computer is therefore provided with means of
loading it "cold"; in a large system the use of this is possibly
restricted. to engineers, but in a small one it may be invoked
every time the ma.chine is used.
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A bank of switches adequate for setting a conv;,lete :mchine
word on them is a usefu.1. adjunct to w:ry computer.
On a small
computer it can be used tor maintaining contact with a
computation while it is in progress provided an algorithm can
include an inst.ruction to read it (cf. PDP81,s 7505 or 7405).
But it is even more usefu.1. in getting things going if push
buttons (or spring-loaded switches) are provided to initiate
transfer of the contents of this "switch register" to other
registers of the ma.chine, and possibly to initiate execution of
the instruction in CIR, and this is a COlllDOn, if clumsy,
provision.
Details vary too much to permit reasonable
discussion here.
It is much more satisfactory if' a tape (or cards) can be
put into a reader and a start button pressed and that is all.
sane small ma.chines achieve this, but it requires more careful
thought than is usually given to this field of design. When it
is achieved it a.f':f'ords a beautiful car:ipact example of 'What is
known as a bootstrap - the use of a crude routine to obtain a
better one of the same type.
As f'ar as a generalisation is
possible, it goes like this.
Pressing the button initiates a
loop
L 1 : K : = read"WOrd;
Obey(K); ~ L1

and the tape holds alternately M[n] := readword and a word to be
read into M[n]. In this way two words on tape get one into
store. About seven or eight words are read into store in this
~ , and the loop is then broken by causing ~ L2 to be read
into K, "Where 12 is the address of one of the seven or eight
"WOrds 'Which have been read in and "Which are equivalent to
I2: H : = reachrord.;

if H=O then K := O
- else ifK=O then K : = H
else begip; Obey\K); K := K+l end;
Soto L2
This is a power:t"ul little routine by "Which, for mst of the
time, one word on the tape is one word for the store - twice as
etticient as the first routine.
It is based on the following
argument.
It is not good enough to present the computer simply with a
tape "Which is a facsimile of the algorithm as it will be stored
- there must be cues "Where to store the algorithm, 'When the end
of it has been reached, and 'Where to enter it.
These cues are
known as directives. Since ev-ery conceivable word is a possible
contents for a cell in store, we are forced to select one word
as an 'escape word' or I cue herald'. We choose zero for this on
several accounts (a) it is usually very easy to test for in
machine code, (b) most ma.chine order codes permit some form of
deposit-zero alternative to deposit acCtnllU.l.ator, and ( c) the
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zero wrd is already present on tape in front of the programme
in the form of 'leader' (the nm of blank tape before things
really begin)., and is also easily recognised on subsequent
occurences along a tape. The :f'irst word after any zero sequence
is treated as an order to be stored and later obeyed and is
usually either (1) one of the deposit orders., in which case its
address is advanced after use., or (2) a jump order by which to
enter a sequence e.lready read in. (Special effects can often be
obtained by other orders., but this depends on what the order
code of the machine can offer. )
If this algorithm is used to read in and enter the job
itself., in binary., then the bootstrap is a t"WO•stage one., but if
it reads in and enters a third algorithm which reads in the job
itself in some :form which is more convenient to the user (e.g.
decima.l.) then it becanes a three-stage bootstrap.

There are two problems which arise in implementing this
system. Firstly the primary unit read in :f'ran tape is al ways.,
and frcm cards usually., a character., which is shorter than a
DE.chine word. (Specially punched cards could feed a word to a
12•bit machine.) Secondly it is dif:f'icul t to integrate with an
interrupt system.
For as long as a sma.J..l computer has a small store., it will
probably be necessary to run a normal job in tw phases. In the
:f'irst the compiler is read in and followed by the algorithm in a
human•level language., a binary version being punched.
In the
second this latter is read in., followed by any data it may need.,
and the job is run. The •system• consists of a store of paper
tapes which are either complete algorithms such as compilers., or
subroutines which can be copied into a user's tape.
The
sequence of operations is performed by the user.
(Note.,
however., that in the :f'irst phase the compiler can automatically
punch the bootstrap in :f'ront of ea.9h translation 'Which it
DE.kes.)

So soon as a backing store of any size is added, things
change. Indeed starting 'cold' is likely to consist of a single
instruction to perform a block transfer from backing store.

4.5. Peripherals in large sy;stems
Systems such as have been described in the previous section
can have a great variety of periphals attached., ea.ch serving
di:f'ferent purposes., provided one assumes that the initial
algorithm is read in on the peripheral implied by the wired•in
stage of the
bootstrap and is itself responsible for
distinguishing when others are to be used. We have already seen
that it is undesirable to have numerous versions of an algorithm
to deal with various permutations of input media., but there is
another., more pressing., reason why larger systems are not
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operated in this way. It is indeed., the reason why interrupt
facilities were originally introduced.
Input and output usually involves some mecha.nical equipment
and in most cases this is so slow in comparision with central
processor speeds that the latter's time is apt to be seriously
wasted waiting for the former during execution of a:ny read or
print instruction.
Particularly
in long mathematical
calculations., such as those involving mnnerous computations of
trignometical
:functions.,
irreverently known as
"number
c:rtmching"., it was realised that considerable time could be
saved if, while one calculation was going on and its results
were being assembled in backing store., the next could be
temporarily read in to backing store and the results of a
previous one be output. Indeed several small jobs might be read
in during the running of one long one and their results output
during the next long one if' they were rtm between these two.
The answer to all such questions about wasting time waiting
for peripherals was: find something else to do while waiting and
let the peripheral interrupt the central processor when it is
ready. This philosophy leads to a new concept of the system.
This must be an algorithm which searches backing store for wrk
to do., and calls any job which it finds waiting. It makes these
calls as subroutines of itself., so that it regains control when
a job is done. The system also contains routines which it can
call when diverted from its task by signals from peripherals and
it is, in fact., during such diversions that the supply of jobs
is kept going.
But before considering the system any further we must
consider the nature of these additional peripherals, noting
first., perhaps., that this new philosophy removes the need for
separate peripherals for streams thought of as simultaneous
(they are in backing store before the need to consider them as
simultaneous arises). So additional equipment of types already
considered is only a question of the quantity of data which has
to be got through them.
Any equipment used to punch input could, in principle., be
attached to a canputer as a direct input. In practice this
means a typewriter-like keyboard, since what lies behind the
keyboard is comparatively irrelevent.
Indeed it is quite
important to realise how irrelevent, in some senses, even the
typed copy from pa.per tape punching equipment is. The teletype
looks like a typewriter., but when attached to a computer it has
a knob on the :t'ront for switching between "local" and "on
line". In the former state it is truly what it appears to be.,
but in the latter state it is tw entirely disconnected it€!?1S 1
and if it often appears to behave like a typewriter, this is
because whatever is typed on the keyboard half goes into the
computer and a copy is immediately sent back to the printer
half; when a computer is not progrrumned to do this, pressing
keys does not result in anything being printedo
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The use of a teletype is diseussed in the next section.
Frequent ly it results in a lot of unw.nted, slow, output
(unwanted in any permanent sense, that is, though often
consisting of indispensible ackno'W'.l.edgernents or checks of
CO?Tectness), and in these circumstances a display on an
oscilloscope (television type) screen is faster and comfortingly
transient. Such an output can also display various forms of
line drawings - graphs or perspective diagt"8.ID.S.
For such
purposes an associated input of analogue type is often useful.
Computers can be used to monitor or to control processes.
When the engineer takes over, and himself' assumes the role o:f'
controller, he reads from meters, and his output ta.lees the form
of setting switches or dials. If this a truly natural state of
affairs, not forced for the engineers' convenience, then the
computer requires analogue to digital converters on the meters
(or more directly
to- the
signals metered)
and
digital
~
analogy.e
converters (possibly with attached
servo
drives)
replacing the dials. The analogue input
of the previous paragraph "WOUld be of this sort - a digitiser
attached to a mock steering 'Wheel, for example. But more direct
forms of input are used 'Whenever appropriate • e.g. 'When data
i s of the form of f'requenctes, an event can be made to aU©nent
the contents of a store address without going through the
central processor.

4.6. System software
A large computer system runs continuously under the control
of its system so~ware. The ma.chine code routines produced by
its compilers terminate by return •jumps to the system, and by
means of' this and the interrupt facilities the system remains
under control.
Externally, a.part f'rom any individual features
not shared with oth~ systems of comparable size, a large
computer will have enough l'ine printers, card and tape readers
and punches, that their throughput can keep it reasonably busy
( there is no fixed ratio, __unfortunately, between the amount of
computing required and the amount of input and output involved),
but it will also have a number of teletypes or similar
"consoles" available to users 'Who will be glven the impression
that they a.re in control of the computer.

Ignoring the latter (or assuming them unoccupied) the
soft-ware still has a greater responsibility than in smaller
syst ems.
( 1)
Al though waiting for input and output is
eliminated, the system must still try to eliminate waiting 'While
block transfers to or f'rom backing store a.re completed, and it
can only do this by having at least tw jobs running, so that
ea.ch can fill waits in the other. (2) Despite this i t mu.st
recognise, if possible, 'When a programme is faulty and needs to
be prematurely terminated. The latter requirement can be proved
to be impossible to meet, but the system can at least recognise
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when a job is ta.king longer than a time limit set by the user.
To do this it is provided With a clock which initiates an
interrupt either at regular intervals, like a chiming clock, or
after a set time like an alann clock.
The console user C8ll have one of tw relations With the
machine.
In one the console is just another input/output
channel; he uses it to initiate a job expecting results to come
out same time later. This method of use., irrespective of the
method of input/output, is known as batch processing. Or he may
Wish to be in camrrunication in some wa:y while his job is
actually running. This is known as interactive use of the
machine and is a very large extra complication for the
software.
One problem is that an earlier objective of the
system was to protect the user from the necessity of having to
discover and understand the machine code versions of his
algorithms, and a new type of compiler is required if it is to
permit him to follow the running of his job 1n any way while
still maintaining this former
objective.
Currently, true
interactive use of a system is generally limited to jobs running
in some, not all, of the languages available in the system.
If many users are at consoles, each is given the impression
that no one else is involved With the machine (except for a
tendency for the response time of the machine to indicate the
degree of preoccupation~) This is achieved by "time sharing" the system uses the clock to arrange that it attends to users in
rotation, switching at such rapid intervals (IlE.llY times per
second) that it seems to each user to be in continuous
attendance.
Although the absolute necessity of time sharing
appears when implementing availability of interactive use., it is
a good principle to apply to batch processing when it has the
result of allowing small jobs to get through quickly. (Jobs are
classified by length., and time sharing is between classes, not
individual users.)
If we

list the main ::functions of the software of a large
system we shall see that its or~sation of the backing store
is crucial. Its first function is to prevent waste of the
computer's time, by making it possible to overlap -work. To this
end it uses the backing store to hold jobs read in in advance,
and output from jobs recently completed. Secondly it aims to
take over as much of the user's -work as can be made automatic,
and for this purpose it holds a variety of compilers (often
several thousands of machine words each) in the backing store,
which it brings into ma.in store as and when jobs require them.
Thirdly, it also performs the keeping of records of work done,
so that bills can be made out., etc.
These records must also be
held in backing store because keeping them in main store is
obviously not practicable.
In Section 4.3, we said that the heart of the system lay in
an algorithm to sort out and implement the input documents i.e. to match them for titles, find the right compiler, compile
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the algorithms and nm them.
But in view of the additional
consideration in the previous paragraph., some would prefer to
sa:y that the heart of the system lies 1n the algorithms which
create and then use a filing system 1n backing store. This view
is reinforced by the fact that., once such a filing system is
created., it makes sense to make it directly available to users.,
adding to the three :f'unctions of the systems mentioned above a
fourth., to allow users to keep frequently used algorithms and
other material. permanently in the be.eking store.
The final. section of this book is therefore concerned with
filing systems., and the closely related subject of data
structures.
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DATA STRUCTURES

5.1. Structured Objects
When the concept of •type' was introduced in Section 3.4,
it covered two distinct though related ideas.
Inside the
computer we need to distinguish different interpretations of the
contents of the store cell. Outside the canputer we need to
distinguish different sorts of objects when declaring the
meaning of the letters ( or larger symbols) used in our
language. We did not, at that time, put these ideas alongside
the concept of packing, introduced in Section 2.8, except to
suggest that if several characters are packed into a word, a
system of :f'ractional addresses is use:f'ul. This suggestion is
really keeping the ideas apart, since :f'ractional addresses
eliminate the need to think of packing and l.lllpacking.
But if a date is packed into a single wrd, it can be
moved, compared, and so on, as a single word - with advantage in
the right circumstances. This is thinking inside the computer.
If' we bring the thought outside, and recognise that
a date is a type built up from three cauponents:

!

1) a day which is an integer in the range 1 •• 31
2) a month which is an integer in the range 1 •• 12
3) a y~ which is an integer in the range 0 •• 99 (say)
(

Then we are ta.king a step with far reaching consequences.
call such a type a structured object.

We

By using algorithmic language we can remain outside the
computer, of course. Algol 60 makes no provision for structured
objects (other than arrays, which are subject to serious
limitations) and if we introduce them into our language in any
general way, we shall be getting further from Algol 60. Cobol
knows them, calling them 'records'.
But let us suppose that in
sane extended form of "our" language we can incorporate
the
above definition of the new type into an algorithm by writing
newtype ~ '"' (integer day, month, year)
(This particular formulation sacrifices our knowledge of the
limited range of the components. In Cobol it is possible to
state how many characters are required by each component.) Then
it becomes natural to write declarations like
~

birth, marriage., death;

and to follow this up with instructions like
month~ death:= 11; comment November;
if year of marriage < year of birth + 15
- ~ v.rite ('ILLEGAL') -
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We call of the 'selection copula' and refer to specific contexts
of its use, such as •month of', as selection operators. In some
languages the :t'tmctional notation month(dea.th) is used, but
this can be con:f'u.sing since if' an array Mis considered to be
structured obj ect, then M[i] is 1 1th 2! M' or 'ith(M)'. (Cobol
does this, r egarding •month' as the primary word, 'qualified' by
'death' i n case there are several months under consideration.
We regard •death' as the primary wrd, the name of a canplex
object, and 'month' as 'selecting' a part of it.)
With this idiom, we do not need to know how the parts of
the structure are associated inside the computer - whether
packed or not, and if packed, according to what rule. Even the
order of the elements is without significance, in most cases.
Whereas an array is an ordered collection of like objects, a
structured object is unordered, but the components need not be
alike.
They may even be structured objects themselves substructures in relation to the upper level of structure. For
example, instead of declaring birth, marriage and death to be
variables as we did above, we could have declared the more
complex structure
newtype person= (character array [1:12] name,
boolean male., ~ birth, marriage, death);
in which they are names
variables, for example,

of' components, and then we

could

person murderer, victim, inspector, sergeant;
a.f'ter which expressions such as •name of victim',
birth 2! sergeant' wuld be available. -

'month of'

5.2. To.ta Structures
There is one possibility inherent in the above development
scrutinised very closely.
We might wish the
record of' a person to include next-of-kin. But this is another
person, which will require its own next of kin, and there is no
end to the process. What can we do about this?
which must be

It will be remembered that in Section 3.3 we used the
device of returning to manual computing using columns on paper,
but numbering the columns so as to create a link with the
techniques required inside the canputer, and allowing the
heading of one column to become the contents of another • . It
turns out that this device provides half the answer we require.
Instead of embodying the next-of-kin inside the person
structure, we embody a reference to person, that is, a column in
which we merely write the column number by use of which we can
find the next of' kin.
The other half of the answer is found
when we decide that there is no way of getting round something
like 'unknown• or •unavailable' or 'missing' as a possible value
of such a reference.
It is usual to use NIL for this value
outside the computer, and some number which is impossible as an
address inside it.
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A collection of structured objects which include cross
references to one another is called a data structure.
The
simplest data structure is a list. A list, such as 1 2 3 4 5,
consists of a head, 'Which is an item, 1, and a tail, 'Which is a
list, 2 3 4 5. As a data structure, therefore, it consists of a
collection of structured objects of type node, where
newtype ~ = ( ~ h e a d , ~ to node tailh
To illustrate this, let us reconsider the reordering of the letters
of REMAKnm, as in Section 2.3. In this case an item is a letter
and a node is a pair of cells, the first holding the letter and
the second the reference. These could be read into consecutive
locations f'ram 20 onwards, say, thus

~o 21
R

22

22 E

23 24 25 26 zr 28 29
24 M 26 A 28 K 30

30 31

32 33 34 35 36

I

N

32

34 G

NU..

a note being made elsewhere that the list starts at 20. After
putting into alphabetical order, the list will be recorded as
starting in 26 and will look like this:
22 23 24 25 26 . Z7 28 29
34 E 32 A 22 K 24

20

21

R

NIL E

30
I

31 32 33 34 35
28 N 20 G 30

i.e. the first item is in 26, viz A, and in Z7 we find that the
second item is in 22, viz E; in 23 we find a pointer to the
third item, and so on.
Writing an algorithm to do this is left as an exercise. As
applied to this example it is far less e:f':f'icient than the method
of Section 2.3, but 'When the items are more elaborate objects,
and particularly when additions to or deletions from the list
are involved, then this teclmique appears as a very powerful
one. When the items may themselves be lists, incidentally, the
set-up is known as a list structure.
5.3.

Some Exmnples

We have already proposed the first example in the form of
an exercise. For the second, assume that
newtype chair = ( ~ name, purpose,

!:!:! chair next) ;

and that a system has two types of input - "arrival of patient X
for doctor Y" and "doctor Y free". The problem is to write
algorithms 'Which will maintain a record of the queues for each
doctor and announce (i.e. print!) the next patient when the
second type of input occurs.
There is a hint in the word "chair". Suppose that there
are N chairs and P doctors. Set up P+l pointers to lists, and
put all N chairs into the first list (which is a list of empty
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chairs), the remaining pointers holding zero ( for NIL). When a
patient arrives, take a chair off the first list and transfer it
to the list belonging to the right doctor. When a doctor is
tree examine his list, and take off the longest-w.iting name.
Conment on ea.eh of the following
(a) is the item 'purpose• necessary? Or help:t"ul?
(b) does it help to have two pointers for each doctor,
one to each end of the list?
(c) What happens when a doctor finds no patients -waiting?
(d) Would you agree that the main algorithm in this case has
to consist of a loop of doing nothing? The details of an
on-line system are too advanced for this course, but this
problem is clearly one in which it WOuld be wrong to think
of reading all the input into backing store before
startingt

A family tree is a rather more satisfactory example of a
data structure. The question of who succeeds when the head of a
family dies, is a fair problem in relation to such a tree. Let
us, as a third example, see what is involved.
We shall find it quite enough
certain possible complications such
intermarriages. Accordingly the tree
as the following, in which the arrows

to start on if we ignore
as second marriages, or
is simply of a shape such
will be explained shortly

A is the grandparent, B • E children and F - J the grandchildren.
The arrows pass down from an individual to the eldest child, and
horizontally to the next sibling.
We consider first what information we wish to include in
the structured objects corresponding to each person. The tree
is intact if we have a pointer to the grandparent, and, for each
individual
( 1) the name

( 2 ) the reference to the eldest child
(3) the reference to the next sibling
but we shall also need to know
(4) the sex (i:f this enters into the rules)
(5) whether the individual is still alive
We also find that though the tree can easily be followed
down and to the right, it is not easy to travel backwards and to
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aid this

(6) reference to parent
be added.
We can add other items if it appears in the
course of our work that they may be helpful - possibilities are

may

(7) line died out (to save searching more than once)
(8) previous head of family
(9) spare

As children are born, we ought to be able to add to this
tree. An input routine to do this poses the problem of how we
deal with several people of the same name, which could lead to
doubt as to where a newcomer is to be added.
An input routine
to mark a person as having died is also required (and is subject
to the same problem but will succumb to the same solution); this
latter routine -would naturally lead into the one we are at
present interested in.
Turning to the ma.in problem, we deal with the difficult
cases first by writing a function Bacld'rom(x) which ta.lees us
:f'rarn a person x to an earlier generation
Ba.ckfi-om( X) =

i f parent of x = NIL then NIL
- the topof the t r e ~
else if nextsibling of parent
---Eben Backfrom(parent of x)
else nextsi bling ~ parent ~

comment we have reached
of x = NIL
x;

Secondly we write a function which generates the next in line
Next(x) =
if firstchild of X ~ NIL then firstchild of X
else if nextsibling of x 'f1fft then nextsibling of x
else Back:f'rom(x);
Finally, assuming that the 'alive of' component is a boolean,
Successor (x) =
if Next(x) == Nil, then NIL
else if alive of Next(x) then Next(x)
else Successor'(Next(x) ); Although these formulations appear convincing, they involve a
process Jmown as recursion and their
implementation is
consequently di:t'ficult.
Whenever a substructure is an example
of the main structure (as the tail of a list is a list) the
structure is described. as recursive, and recursive algorithms
are apt to be appropriate. In an Appendix we show how a simple
but, at l east as stated, recursive problem can be solved at
ma.chine level;
the solution there given illustrates the
techniques which must be involved in recursive situations
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generally. Because Inckfrom and Successor both call themselves
as subroutines of themselves, these techniques are necessary to
fill the details of the above outlines correctly.
An easier exercise is to modify the above routines so that
they deal with more complicated situations. Under English law,
for example, instead of scanning all siblings together by age,
sons are scanned. first and then daughters before calling
Back:t'rom; :rooreover candidates who have become "papists" are ·
passed over, though if they have died, protestant progeny remain
eligible.
The spare slot 1n the structure can be used as
necessary.

5.4.

Linear Storage of structures

The great advantage of using structured objects is that
each object is of' known size. Structures of unknown size are
broken down into an unknown mnnber of objects of known size
which need no longer be placed together in the store. This
advantage is secured at a cost (of extra storage f'or pointers)
which is sometimes disproportionate.
This is particularly true
of the simple lists of characters which constitute text.
The term 'linear storage' may
be used to cover an
alternative treatment in which economy of storage is considered
to outweigh the disadvantages of uncertain size. The technique
is not new to us, actually, since something very like it was
used in the sequence

3 3 60 80 20

2 90 10

3 70 30 50

used as input in Section 1.6. If such a structure is to be kept
in store, then it is better to write it as
m:
12

4 60 80 20

2 90 to

3 70 30 50

A pointer towards this structure will contain m, and the
understanding is that one can move this pointer on to the next
structure by m := m+M[m] so that the structure itself runs :t'rorn
m+t to m+M[m ]-t. As this example shows, there is nothing to
prevent internal structures being treated in the same way
though a zero following the last item (M[m] being raised to 13~
is a precaution against certain misunderstandings.
When choosing between reference and linear techniques the
deciding factor is usually the comparative unalterability of the
latter; the economies which the latter achieves are worth it
only provided they are "static" structures, held for reference
rather than manipulation.
It should be
noted that the
unalterability applies to any embedded structure information as
well as to genuine data; it is impossible to modify what is
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stored to incoporate structural details discovered by subsequent
inspection.
Numerous variations on these methods are possible., of vlhich
only one. When most of the storage is linear but
various elements are also accessible from a collection of
pointers at the beginning of the structure (or detached :f'rom
it), the latter is described as a directory.

we mention

5.5. Strings and Files
By a string is usuaJ.ly
meant a linear sequence of
characters such as might be found within quotation marks. Algol
60 allows strings only as data for output., so that headings can
be printed for tables, etc.
When we compute with strings., we
want to be able to combine them., delete parts of them., and so
on, and wile on the one hand data structure representation in
terms of separate characters is extremely inefficient., on the
other hand we do not have the conditions (particularly constancy
of storage requirement) which make linear storage possible. For
this reason there are currently available special languages.,
such as Snobol., for string handling.

There is no particular reason wy a string should always
consist of characters., but it must be a sequence of items all of
one type., and there seems little use for other strings. For
example., integer strings seem always replaceable by arrays - we
always seem to know sufficiently in advance how many members the
string will contain. Note that the linear structures of the
previous section cannot be strings except at the lowest level,
because the length items are of a different type :f'rom the data
items.
Although the length of a string varies as we manipulate it,
we always know in principle how long it is., and can contemplate
it as whole. It is just as fair to ask for the last character
in a string as to ask for the first. When the far end of a
linear sequence is out of sight, and we do not know how much
more there is of it, it is no longer a string but a file. (This
definition is slightly tricky; if we are reading a file we do
not know how much more of it there ~ if -writing it, we do not
know how much more there will, or may, be.)
A second characteristic property of a file follows from
this one. Since the possibility exists that it is larger than
the entire memory of the machine, a file must have an existence,
in some sense, outside the machine.
The validity of this
argument depends some-what on our ideas as to how far backing
store is a part of the machine. As we move successively from
core to drums, discs and magnetic tape, so it becomes more and
more arguable that the store in question is attached to, rather
than part of, the machine. A parallel develops with the
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contrast between the knowledge a man keeps in his mind and that
which he has access to in the library.
One thing is certain, the life of a file or magnetic tape
can precede the building of the machine it is attached to, and
can continue after the latter is scrapped. It is also true that
an output file is usually created by an algorithm and remains
when the algorithm has ceased to nm, 'While an input file exists
before the algorithm starts to run, and may be destroyed by it.
But it follows :f'rom this that files could be created and
destroyed entirely within a run of an algorithm; such files in
fact occur, and are known as working, or scratch files, and 'What
makes them truly files (and not buffer stores) is that the
algorithm is completely unconcerned about how large they may
happen to become during the course of this run.
The elements of files, unlike those of strings, do not have
to be all of the same type - not unless we generaJ.ise type into
something extremely f'lexible - even more f'lexible than, say, an
English sentence. They are called records.
Records may be
anything
:f'rom characters
or ma.chine
words ( the latter
particularly in scratch files) to complete algorithms, provided
only that record boundaries can be unambiguously recognised.
Like integers, or sentences, their length may vary from one
e.xrunple to another, but it is reasonable to ask 'What the length
of a record is, and to contemplate a record as a complete
object. A file is a linear sequence of records with a beginning
but no certain end ( until you get there); it is more like a
decimal. fraction 'Which may tenninate but, equally, at least in
principle, may not.
concerned, each record is a string.
any :further internal structure, it is
implied in the grammar of the contents, taking this in its
widest sense.
The input sequence to the algorithm of Section
1.6, for example, could be a record in a file. It is a string
of characters with the following gc-am:nar
So

far as the file is

I:f' the file contents have

(a) it consists of alternate sequences of digits and
spaces
(b) the fonner are integral numbers and the latter
separators
(c) the first number is followed by that number of lists
(d) in ea.ch list the first number is followed by that
number of data-numbers

In this gramnar (unlike many) there is some overlap between
structure and meaning (between syntax and semantics, to use the
technical terms) because the meaning of some of the numbers
defines the structure of 'What follows (including defining 'Where
the sequence terminates). But to algorithms based on readch the
record is a sequence of characters and nothing more.
The
writing of algorithms 'Which will handle a sequence of characters
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in accordance with a
algorithm writing.
The things which
listed thus

given

grammar

is

a

special branch of

it is reasonable to do with files may be

(1) To open a :f'Ue with a given name. Either to locate (and
attach if necessary) the file or to create a new one.
The reading or writing mechanism is left looking at the
first data record ( the first record after any records
which are title or similar material)
(2) To move the writing equipment to the end, after the last
already written record
(3) To read the next record, or to find there is no more to
read
(4) To write a record
(5) To move the reading equipment back to the starting point
of the file
(6) To close a file

But some files have an index as well as a title, and in general
the more complicated the "header blocks" the nx>re it is possible
to supplement the above list.

5.6. Filing Systems
It is
an assumption in many computer systems that
peripherals are inefficient and ( being nearer to the human user)
more prone to error than the main system, and that therefore
information should not be read into the computer more than
once. This concept is expressed by the term Integrated To.ta
Processing. It means that a gt"eat deal of information must be
preserved in backing store for as long as it is required, and
this gives rise to the top item of the structure pyramid, the
:f'111ng system.
The most interesting theoretical aspect of filing systems
is that attempts to construct one reveal a weakness in the
standard storage and addressing scheme. A file is a sequence of
characters of indefinite length.
A filing system contains an
indefinite number of files. A complete address is therefore the
p•th character in the q-th file. In practice these could be
packed into a sing.le address., but in theory neither must
over:f'J.ow into the other.
Only a very few of the largest
machines try to preserve this
concept intact; the twodimensional addressing scheme (p.,q) which results is known as
segmented addressing.
In the Atlas, it will be remembered., the address part of an
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instruction is a complete word of 24 bi ts. As the main store
caters for 128K words., it needs only 17 bits.
The hardware of
Atlas permits the user to use a:ny address; it re-mnnbers the
ad.dresses in a:ny case for reasons · of its own concerned with the
fact that same parts of the main store are faster than others.
A consequence of this is that it is possible to start two
arrays, for example., with addresses so far apart that one would
not overflow into the other tmtil it had exceeded the size of
the whole physically available store.
Thus in this machine the
programner using ma.chine code can enjoy se~ented addressing by
a trick, as it were.
It turns out that there is no need for more dimensions than
two; when more seem to be necessary they can be progranmed in by
making one file an index to the rest. But this a conclusion
based on theory., ta.king no account of user's requirements in
respect of security and the consequent problem o:f efficiency.
Although they are theoretically necessary in some progra.nming
situations., the real interest in filing systems arises :f'rom
practical considerations.
A filing system should provide means by 'Which a user can
add new files without reference to higher authority - this means
that the name of a file must be compounded f'rom (a) the user• s
name (or mnnber!) and (b) a distinguishing mark provided by the
user, for only in this way can one guarantee that two different
users do not choose identical names :for two different files. It
also means that there must be means of getting the contents of a
new file into the system.
But this can be ma.de part o:f
something else. There must be means of altering the contents of
existing files, a process usually called editing. Given this,
creating a :f'ile can create an empty :f'ile and it can be :f'illed by
a subsequent operation using the facilities of the editing
algorithms. To avoid -wasting resources it must also be possible
to delete files no longer required.
It must be possible to use
the files in various -ways, to output copies so that humans can
read the contents, to incorporate their contents into jobs
either as algorithms to be obeyed or as data., and so on.
As with other requirements of the system, the basic theory
is not yet fully or widely enough understood, and there are
systems still in use which show impotence in various unexpected
directions owing to having started off on the wrong foot. The
basic rule in good programming is to think bigger than
necessary., and to leave un-wanted features provided for but not
implemented. (Any large section that "might be wanted one day"
should be included in the form o:f a single instruction calling.,
not it.,
but a
routine to output
a message
"not yet
implemented".) On this recipe., we need a language called File•
control which can describe all that we do with our paper tapes
and cards in terms which are algorithmic enough to be executed
by the computer.
As an example - not a good one., but good ones are lengthy -
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l et us suppose t hat we have a file called USER/HCF, the contents
of whi ch are the a.l.gorithm which concludes Section 1.3, preceded
by 11La.ngunge Ours". There are several ways in which we might
use this.
(1) We can incorporate the file into the main job document thus

<user details.>
COPY USER/HCF
203 91

<system terminator>
(2) A second method is to compile a temporary file and run it.

<user details>
LANGUAGE FILE-CONTROL
NEW FILE USER/TEMP
APPEND to user/temp a COPY of USER/HCF
APPEND to user/temp "203 91 "
RUN(user/tanp)
DELETE user/temp
<system terminator>
(small print, except in quotes, may be omitted).
(3) A third method illustrates editing.
append line we write

Instead of the second

REPLACE first "read" by 11 203"
REPU CE first "read" by "91"
(the second read becoming the first after the first replacement,
of course).
In judging these three, it nru.st not be forgetten that that
the fir st is to some extent a package deal for the second,
subject to both the advantages and disadvantages of package
deals in general.

The opening of a filing system to users raises problems of
s ecurity and many filing systems therefore contain provisions by
which it is possible to state who may use a file and for what
purposes. The purposes are usually

l

a ) f'ree to do what the user likes
b) f'ree to copy in a:ny wa:y but not to alter the original
c) (when use of programmes is charged for) free to use the
contents as a programme but not to copy

Files whose use is restricted in this way are described as "protected".
When a system i ncludes protection., each file must have an "owner"
who alone can alter the protection status.

